Introduction – What You’ll Find in the Guide & On the DVD
Welcome to the Ontario Visual Heritage Project. Each DVD in the series tells the stories
of local history using archival film and photos, re-enactments, historian and expert related
facts, personal anecdotes, animations and music. Use this rich resource as a starting point
for your class to engage them in further study and the exploration of new ideas. Not only
does this documentary reveal historical stories, it utilizes a variety of formats that
teachers will love to use and develop for their classrooms – including flash and 2D
animation, interviews, archival footage, and more!
Students are brimming with imagination. They have been nurtured on digital
communication and move comfortably in the global Internet community. If your students
have access to technology and the Internet, then your assignments will reflect this
digitization.
But, if you must rely on traditional methods, the assignments will be no less exciting, just
more immediate. Instead of creating a commercial about recruiting for the mines,
students will create a skit – utilizing the same acting and scripting skills, minus the
camera. The same goes for any potentially digital idea – an exchange of emails can be
replaced by letter writing, a poster created with Photoshop might become an artistic
drawing endeavour.
There is a folder of rubrics that coincide with the various types of assignments. You will
find examples of how to structure the assignments. There is also a list of resources at the
end of this guide. Keep in mind that the format of the assignment can be separate from
the content. Any of these format ideas can be applied to any content area.
This guide includes a complete transcript of all that is said during the documentary. The
guide has been organized into chapter groups by chronology and theme. Each of the
chapters corresponds to those on the DVD as outlined in the DVD insert booklet, and are
navigable from the ‘Stories’ menu. A series of assignment ideas are listed at the end of
each chapter group. These ideas may be developed to meet the needs of the grade level
and personality of your students. Utilizing various types of assignments enables teachers
to actively employ differentiated instruction in the classroom to meet the individual needs
of students.
The Ontario Visual Heritage Project website is also a great companion to the DVD. By
logging on to www.visualheritage.ca, you will be able to view Rooted in Stone online by
chapter, or view the content from the ten other Ontario Visual Heritage Projects
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completed to date. Rooted in Stone is also available for download as a podcast and each
chapter page features a chapter description and links specific to the chapter.
While you are more than welcome to simply hit play and watch the production in its
entirety, there are several ways to interact with the content on the DVD. Using the Main
Menu, you can choose to navigate the video by story, timeline, or map. It is our hope that
these different navigation options will allow you to better contextualize the DVD content.
These ideas are meant to inspire you and your students. Having fun while learning can be
a growth experience for both you and your students – and interacting with them through
media that they are excited about can make all the difference!
- The Ontario Visual Heritage Project Team

Ontario Courses
The following courses are directly related to the content of the West Parry Sound
Documentary, Rooted in Stone:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All English Courses Grades 8 - 12 Applied, Workplace and Academic Courses
Geography of Canada, Grade 9,Academic (CGC1D)
Geography of Canada, Grade 9,Applied (CGC1P)
Canadian History Since World War I, Grade 10,Academic (CHC2D)
Canadian History Since World War I, Grade 10,Applied (CHC2P)
The Americas: Geographic Patterns and Issues, Grade 11, University/College
Preparation (CGD3M)
Physical Geography: Patterns, Processes, and Interactions, Grade 11,
University/College Preparation (CGF3M)
Canada: History, Identity, and Culture, Grade 12, University Preparation (CHI4U)
Canadian History and Politics Since 1945, Grade 11, College Preparation (CHH3C)
Canadian History and Politics Since 1945, Grade 11,Workplace Preparation (CHH3E)
Canadian and World Issues: A Geographic Analysis, (CGW4U)
Grade 12, University Preparation
World Geography: Human Patterns and Interactions, (CGU4U) Grade 12, University
Preparation
Native Studies:
o Expressing Aboriginal Cultures, Grade 9, Open (NAC1O)
o Aboriginal Peoples in Canada, Grade 10, Open (NAC2O)

Notes for Reading Ontario Visual Heritage Project Scripts
•
•
•

Italicized name – a ‘re-enactment’ actor
V.O – Voice Over
O.S – Off Screen
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Chapters 1 – 4: Early History (Pre-Settlement)
Chapter 1 – The Mortar
Synopsis
In 1870, off the shores of Trout Lake, a small boy named Nathaniel Little made a big
discovery. His treasure: a 16 Kg, bronze French apothecary’s mortar from 1636. The
mysterious story of the mortar takes us back into West Parry Sound’s past, a journey that
includes:
• Champlain’s Georgian Bay travels
• The Jesuit missionaries of the 1600’s
• The historical divisions of First Nations territory in the Great Lakes Region
• The Anishinabek / Haudenosaunee Wars
• Theories regarding the mortar’s origins and purpose
Chapter 1 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
When the Little family came to the Parry Sound District to claim a piece of the free grant
lands for themselves, it’s safe to say they lucked out. For one, unlike most of their
neighbours, underneath all of these pine, spruce and hemlock trees there was actually
some soil between the rocks - enough for a modest farm. This good soil probably had
something to do with the amazing discovery that young Nathaniel Little made in 1870.
FATHER
Thank you Nathaniel. Now would you run over and help your grandfather with the
underbrush.
FATHER (CONT’D)
Nathaniel!
NARRATOR (V.O.)
This 16-kilogram bronze apothecary mortar is what Nathaniel Little found under the roots
of an upturned tree in 1870. It was cast in France in 1636. This mortar gives us clues as
to who was using the Parry Sound District almost 400 years ago. Its story is that of the
French yes, but also of the Anishinabek, the Wendat, the Haudenosaunee and in the end,
the British. So just how did this mortar end up at Trout Lake?
BILL ALLEN
People wonder, how could an Apothecary mortar be way up on a hilltop beside a lake in
the interior of Parry Sound District? We may never know the answer but it's important to
know the alternatives.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
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One of the first European visitors to travel down the Georgian Bay was Samuel de
Champlain in 1615.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
According to Champlain's journals, he went up the Ottawa River, onto the French, down
the French River, and then to follow the line of the thirty thousand islands south to
Huronia and to the land of the Huron.
BILL ALLEN
Now this artifact has 1636 cast right in it. So this is after Champlain's death, so we know
that this is not Champlain related.
STEVEN DUFF
The first French missionaries in the area came in 1626, with sort of a support group
called ‘donnés;’ who, as this title would suggest, donated their services. And they set up
shop in the southern part of the bay, in what we now know as the north part of Simcoe
County. And several missions were established. And the most important one of which,
was Sainte-Marie among the Hurons, which was the first European settlement in this
area.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
In 1600 the territory of this region was split up something like this: the Haudenosaunee,
or the Iroquois to the southeast; the Wendat, or Huron along with the Attawandaron and
several other nations between what would later become known as Lakes Erie and Huron;
and the Anishinabek, or Algonquin occupying the Upper Great Lakes. When Champlain
allied himself with the Wendat and the Anishinabek by attacking the Haudenosaunee in
1609 he greatly agitated ancient rivalries and helped to spark a trade war, which pitted the
Dutch and the Haudenosaunee against the French and their allies. In 1649, the Jesuit
mission and the Wendat villages at Sainte-Marie are all but wiped out, forcing the
survivors to flee.
BILL ALLEN
By 1650 these people were leaving and leaving in a hurry, with the enemy, the Iroquois,
nipping at their heals. And so one hypothesis is that people tried to take this artifact with
them because it would have been a prized artifact. But one of the things that happened
when the French were vacating an area, is that they would bury something with a date on
it. So that they could say, ‘Well we can prove that we were there,’ and go back to the
location and retrieve this particular item. So that's an option.
Now one of the people who was present in the Jesuit mission was a donné, as he is called,
but he was a medical doctor from France. His name was Gendron, Francois Gendron.
ELDER
Gchi nshinaabe: Maanda asin gaa-wiindmonnaambaa. Nwiiji anishnaabeg maanda
wdankaaznaawaa niibna gegoo wii-noojmoomgag zhaghaying zhiwebzing.
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FRANCOIS GENDRON
Qu’est-ce qu’il dit ?
JESUIT (TRANSLATING)
Il dit que ceci est la roche dont il vous a parlé.
ELDER
Gidoo-shigjiihaan biinish go ni-biisdaawang mii dash ji-gobzayin gzhaghying.
JESUIT (TRANSLATING)
Il dit que son peuple utilise le minerai pour guérir
plusieurs troubles de peau.
FRANCOIS GENDRON
Ah cest beau! Ah oui…
JESUIT
Je pense que vous en avez un échantillon.
FRANCOIS GENDRON
Je pense que c’est la même chose.

Miigwitch!

ELDER
Miigwitch.
TRANSLATED ENGLISH TEXT
ELDER
Here is the rock I have told you about. My people use this mineral to heal many skin
problems.
FRANCOIS GENDRON
What did he say?
JESUIT (TRANSLATING)
He says that this is the rock he told you about.
ELDER
You crush it into a paste and apply it to your skin.
JESUIT (TRANSLATING)
His people use the mineral to heal many skin problems.
FRANCOIS GENDRON
Ah it’s beautiful, oh yes.
JESUIT
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I think that you have a sample of it.
FRANCOIS GENDRON
I think it’s the same thing. Thank you!
ELDER
You’re welcome.
BILL ALLEN
Gendron we know when he returned to France brought with him an ointment, which he
had learned about, from the First Nations people in Canada when he had been here. So
there would be this calcium carbonate type of material that would have to be broken up
and somehow he would have to break it up and pulverize it and then add something to
make an ointment out of it. We know that he went back to Europe with this because later
on he treated royalty and he made a fortune selling this ointment.
One of the interesting things about the find site of the mortar is that it's close to a deposit
of marbleized calcium carbonate. So then there’s the question, well would Gendron ever
have gone to that place? And when we look back in the record we see that in fact in 1645
Father Brébeuf, accompanied by some person who is not named in the record, took a late
season visit to a community called Tangouaen. Tangouaen means: ‘In site of the falls or
rapids or where there are falls or rapids.’ The place where the Mortar was found was on
a portage around a precipitous waterfall.
And so perhaps the accompanist in 1645 that was with Father Brébeuf was in fact Dr.
Gendron. Brébeuf was very, very anxious to get back because winter was closing in, it
was late November. And so this may have meant that they left the mortar with a trusted
person and who knows, maybe Dr. Gendron gave instructions about how to make the
base for the this ointment.

Chapter 2 – The Caretakers
Synopsis
Visit the Great Turtle with elder Stewart King as we discuss:
• Traditional spirituality & lifestyle of Anishinabek peoples
• The migration of the Anishinabek people & Native Travel Routes
• The Formation of the Precambrian Shield & its spiritual importance to the
Anishinabek
• The nuances of Anishinabek place names and language
• First Nations contact with Europeans and fur traders
• The Three Fires Confederacy & the Iroquoian Wars
• The Great Peace of Montreal
Chapter 2 Transcript
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
While Father Brébeuf may have been anxious to get back to Sainte-Marie before the
winter set in, for the Anishinabek who have inhabited this region for thousands of years,
Tangouaen would have been a perfect place to spend the winter. To learn more about the
Anishinabek in this region we must move beyond the written record and into the
language and stories of the region’s First Peoples.
STEWART KING
Our people tell us that we've always lived and resided in the area of the Great Lakes, in
the woodlands. That the creator put the Haudenosaunee and the Anishinabek here to be
Caretakers and to look after this land.
The migration story started with the prophesy telling our people of the coming of the ice
age and that we would have to relocate to the east and to the south with our brethren.
And we did so. A second prophecy told them that there would the coming of the white
man, who would land on the shores of the great salt water and that we would have to
migrate back to our country, to our home country, to look after the responsibilities that
we had been charged with - and looked after the great lakes and looked after the wood
lands. This took quite a few years for us to accomplish but it was done nevertheless.
And we are told that the people had lost their way. That a miigis shell rolled out of the
water, somewhere around Parry Island. So it became known as Wasauksing, which
means: ‘It shines from a-far.’ It directed the people to come north, and they went north,
and they came upon the turtle.
They were lost in Georgian Bay and they found the Turtle and the Turtle gave them
direction to go west from here. So it's a sacred place for our people and it does give us
direction today. It's the direction of the land that comes from within; it's the inherent
knowledge of our people. The language and the hereditary knowledge that our people
possess from centuries of living on the land, with the land, in harmony with the land.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
While the people further south developed an agricultural lifestyle, for the Anishinabek
living in this region that would have been impossible. You see this region is part of
what’s known as the Canadian Shield. An exposed part of the earth’s crust that formed
more than 2 billion years ago. More recently, starting about 1.8 million years ago, a
succession of glaciers depressed the land’s surface, scooped out thousands of lake basins
and carried away much of the region’s soil. When the last glacier began to recede about
10,000 years ago, is when we find the first archeological evidence of humans using this
area.
BILL ALLEN
Some of the artifacts that have been found, usually by farmers ploughing the field, are
particularly interesting. And for me one of the most interesting is a biface that was found
BILL ALLEN (CONT’D)
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near Orrville. And it's a very particular kind of rock - quartzite, and it's a particular kind
of quartzite, which matches up with the kind of quartzite which occurs near Sheguiandah
on Manitoulin Island. Because the Sheguiandah site dates to as far back as 9 700 years
ago, this artifact could be in that range. But it's fairly safe to say that it's probably 6 or 7
thousand years old anyway.
STEWART KING
In the Gregorian calendar there are 13 moons. The cycle is 28 days. The inland lakes
were used by our people in the winter time and late fall. And they would establish
individual hunting grounds. They would identify a site by describing it and our people
would go back and just by the name of the place they would know right where they were
at.
An example of the language is Wahwashkesh. The actual name would be
Wahwashkeshene. When a hunter goes out to seek food and he spots a deer, and he goes
sneaking up on it, and he takes a shot at it, and he misses, and all he sees is a tail going
like this. And that is more like Wahwat-wo-mok, 'he is waving goodbye to you.'
The springtime, Minookamig, means a softer, gentler way. Our people would come from
the inland waters and they come to shore and they would subsist off fishing for the entire
summer and live off the bounty of the land.
When you go to the islands west of here, out in the Georgian Bay, you see thousands
upon thousands of seagulls.
BILL ALLEN
Well, we're here at a very special part of the district of Parry Sound, on the Limestone
Islands. We're about 12 kilometers offshore from the closest mainland. In addition to the
fishing that took place here, the Anishinabek were very interested in the bird life here.
The Anishinabek would come here in the spring of the year to harvest some of the eggs.
They would come to a nest and take one egg out. They wouldn't rob the entire nest
because they had this feeling of conservation.
STEWART KING
It's not really practical to travel with fresh eggs in a canoe. So they would actually cook
the eggs in pits out there - in hollow pits and throw hot rocks in with the eggs. And you
would have boiled eggs that you would transport - it was much easier.
The rock formations were seen as a message from our creator, giving us direction. And
they have special meaning for our people and we had the medicine people that
specialized in stone. They were the stone medicine people and they were able to read
these rocks. And in each and every person there's a good side and a bad side. And we try
to live on the good side most of the time, but we tend to go over a little bit at times. And
so it is with the land.
STEWART KING (CONT’D)
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The waterways were always used by our people with their canoes. They were the
highways and secondary roads of our time.
BILL ALLEN
Here we are on the North Magnetawan River. At the portage around these rapids we are
very fortunate that some fifty years ago a very interesting artifact popped up. And we
know that the type of material it's made of is chert - called Onondaga chert from the north
shore of Lake Erie, which is over 300 kilometers from here. This artifact I'm quite
confident is at least 3,000 years old.
STEWART KING
There has always been trading with our people. The quahog shell, which we use for
wampum - wampum beads that would be used for trading for currency. The use of
tobacco, the use of fur pelts for trading. We in particular have prime pelts because of the
cold conditions of the winters here.

Chapter 3 – The Explorers
Synopsis
After European contact, the travel routes traditionally used by the First Nations peoples
began to see new explorers shooting their rapids. The movement of goods from the East
to the West became a priority in the early days of colonization.
• The quest for an overland route from the St. Lawrence to Lake Superior
• Henry Bayfield and the hydrographic surveying of the Georgian Bay
• Hydrographic survey methods of the 1800’s
Chapter 3 Transcript
BILL ALLEN
When Europeans arrived on Turtle Island they were interested in furs and they would pay
for furs. And so, the first Nations people that were here were motivated to get more furs
than they traditionally had. And so they'd go a little further a field than they traditionally
did. Then they would bump into their neighbours, who were used to getting furs in their
own territories.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
After the dispersion of the Wendat in 1649, the Haudenosaunee continued to fight deep
into the Anishinabek territory. The Anishinabek were driven north and west out of their
traditional territories.
STEWART KING
It was then the Three Fires Confederacy came into play here. And it was a federation set
up for troubled times and for times of war. It was composed of the Ojibway, the Odawa
and the Potawatomi. After that was done the tribes drove the Iroquois from Sault Ste.
STEWART KING (CONT’D)
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Marie down to the Trent-Severn waterway, down to the Bay of Quinte. And each of the
tribes suffered greatly because of this.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
The Anishinabek slowly began to return to the Parry Sound area following the Great
Peace of Montreal. This treaty was signed in 1701 between New France and 39 First
Nations including: the Haudenosaunee, the Ottawa, the Ojibway and the Potawatomi.
The treaty is still recognized today.
When the Anishinabek returned to the region, they were joined by the occasional trader.
First French, but eventually Métis and English as well. To the Anishinabek who called
this area home, it had always been a special place. But from the point of view of the
colonial authorities, the region didn’t look quite so inviting.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
The early explorers generally were appalled. They saw this as a landscape too difficult,
too obstreperous to be of much use to them. Generally speaking, they wanted to find an
easy and navigable route from the St. Lawrence, through to the northwest interior. And
what they found was a landscape, or a seascape, that did not lend itself to any kind of
naval transport, let alone land transport.
After the War of 1812 however, when it became apparent that the Great Lakes would be
the dividing line between Canada and the United States and after a series of battles, in
particular on Lake Erie and Lake Huron, it became much more important to map the part
of the lakes that fell within British North American territory.
And so Henry Bayfield was charged with mapping, sounding, the 30 000 islands as part
of his Great Lakes hydrography.
BRIAN POWER
And it was in the summer of 1817 that Fitzwilliam Owen, who was in charge of
surveying the Great Lakes, got called back to England - leaving Henry Bayfield to carry
on the survey. And he was left just by himself and one mid-shipman, Phillip Collins. So
that's all that was left of the hydrographic survey crew of the Great Lakes.
His base when he started the Georgian Bay survey was a naval base that had been made
in Penetanguishene. And he had an office there. And he would leave in early spring
when the ice started to break up and he would return back to his office in NovemberDecember, just as the freeze up started.
This would be a typical open boat that was used on the Great Lakes. They were really
made quickly and they weren't made to last for many years. Bayfield had two of these
boats left to him.
BRIAN POWER (CONT’D)
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In today's on the water demonstration to demonstrate Bayfield's techniques, we had the
opportunity to make use of one of the Canadian Hydrographic Service modern day
launches.
This is a standard lead line, usually the lead's about a 25 pound lead that allows it to sink
to the bottom very quickly. The traditional lead line used by the Admiralty was in
fathoms. This yellow flag marks half a fathom or three feet. At the bottom of the lead
there's a hole drilled out. The hole was sometimes filled with tallow, or grease, to pick
up the nature of the bottom when the lead struck.
The sextant allows someone in a boat to position the boat's position quickly. So if you've
already positioned one island and you want to position another island you can turn angles
with this between what you know and what you don't know and establish new positions.
On a good day, he could be positioning about a hundred islands a day.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
And this became a project which I'm sure aged him enormously. He wrote long letters to
his superior in Kingston trying to explain why it was taking him so long and why this was
proving to be the most difficult job of his career. And he said simply, ‘There are so many
rocks!’
HENRY BAYFIELD (V.O.)
We have ascertained the shape, size and situation of upwards of 6,000 islands. We have
been cut off entirely from society since we reached Lake Huron, particularly female
society.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
He, in effect, named every island, gave all of the place names up and down the shores of
Georgian Bay. He named Parry Sound for Sir William Parry who was an arctic explorer,
had absolutely nothing to do with Parry Sound, but that's the kind of approach that he
took to giving all of these place names. It was just whatever he could come up with.
STEPHEN WOHLEBER
It was Bayfield who named Byng Inlet after Admiral Byng, who actually was one of the
more unfortunate British admirals.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
When you consider that Henry Bayfield is 24 years old at the time, it's remarkably
impressive that he pushed through and managed to create what is the first real picture we
have of the Bay.
The problem with the Great Lakes, especially Lake Ontario, Lake Erie, and Lake Huron,
is that there are Americans on the other side. And so in the case of the War of 1812 for
example, we lost control over some of those lakes. So what we need is an in-land, or
CLAIRE CAMPBELL (CONT’D)
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interior route that allows us to move troops from one part of Canada to the other without
going onto the dangerous territory of the Great Lakes.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
To this end the colonial government commissioned several surveys in the late 1830s, all
of which followed the traditional canoe routes of the Anishinabek. The French River, the
Magnetawan River, and the Muskoka River were all surveyed for this purpose. Their
results were all the same. There was just too much rock and too many changes in
elevation to make a canal practical using any of these routes.
But what Bayfield’s survey and the river surveys did do was to give the colonial
government, and the general public, more information about just what was in that area
often marked on maps as “immense forests” or “Chippewa hunting grounds.”

Chapter 4 – Anna Jameson
Synopsis
As author and early tourist Anna Jameson traveled amidst the shoals of the Georgian
Bay, she couldn’t help but be overwhelmed by its stunning beauty. Her novel, Winter
Studies and Summer Rambles, records her journey with classic Victorian flair.
• Anna’s Journey
• Indian Removal Policy of US President Andrew Jackson & the relocation of First
Nations peoples
Chapter 4 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
And it wasn’t long before the Georgian Bay began to attract visitors of a different kind.
Visitors like Anna Jameson, an English author who traveled down the Georgian Bay in
1837.
S. P. JARVIS
Anna, it’s time to go. Anna!
Honestly, don’t they have rocks in England?
ANNA JAMESON
Of Course, but none so lovely as these. And you shall confess ere long that the Roman
emperor, who proclaimed rewards for the discovery of a new pleasure, ought to have
traveled down Lake Huron in a birch-bark canoe.
S. P. JARVIS
Yes, yes, and ere long I shall have to return to York, now into the canoe with you.
DOUG LEIGHTON
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She's the estranged wife of the solicitor general of the province, Robert Simpson
Jameson. Marriage didn't work. She comes out to Upper Canada to see if they can patch
things up, they can't, so she goes off traveling.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
She was paddled from Mackinac down through the 30 000 islands. And her effusive joy
- gushing at the picturesque beauties of the 30,000 islands represents a very early
foreshadowing of the kind of enthusiasm that later cottagers and campers would have for
the Bay.
ANNA JAMESON (V.O.) Text taken from Winter Studies and Summer Rambles in Canada
Black Horse, Black Wolf, are these Islands not little fairy Edens, populous with life and
love, glowing with light and colour under the meridian sun?
GUIDE 1
E-kwaabid: Maage genwenjged: Ta, ta, haa, mii go miinwaa!
GUIDE 2
Gaa na giwe gegoo wdahaanhziinaawaan aazhbikwan miinwaa
naakewed giizis oodi England?
(TRANSLATED TEXT)
GUIDE
Here she goes again!
GUIDE 2
Don't they have rocks and sunsets in England?
ANNA JAMESON (V.O.)
I never yet have mentioned what is one of the greatest pleasures in the navigation of these
magnificent Upper Lakes, the purity, the coldness, the transparency of the water. I have
been told that if in the deeper parts of the lake a white handkerchief be sunk it is
distinctly visible at a depth of thirty fathoms.
At sunset we encamped on a rocky island of most fantastic form, like a Zed. They pitched
my tent on a height and close to the door was a precipitous descent on a hallow where
they lighted vast fires and thus kept off the mosquitoes, which were in great force. I slept
well but towards the morning some creature crept into my tent and over my bed, a snake
as I supposed. After this I slept no more.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
For a lady with fairly large and cumbersome skirts this represented a new degree of
mobility. For someone who didn't always enjoy the coarseness of Upper Canadian
CLAIRE CAMPBELL (CONT’D)
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society, this allowed her a bit of an escape into the pure air and clean living of the natural
life. A very early version of getting back to nature.
ANNA JAMESON (V.O.)
After dinner we pursued our course through an archipelago of inlets, rising out of the blue
waves and we landed on one where there was a rock so exactly resembling the head and
part of a turtle that I could have taken it for sculpture. The Indians look upon it as sacred
and it is customary for all who pass to leave an offering to the spirit. I duly left mine but
I could see by the laughing eyes of Jaques and Louis that ‘the spirit’ was not likely to be
the better for my devotion.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Anna Jameson was traveling with the Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Samuel Peter
Jarvis. They had just come from Manitoulin Island. A year earlier the Lieutenant
Governor Sir Francis Bond Head struck a deal with the Odawa living on Manitoulin to
open the island up as a ‘homeland’ for nations who were allies of the British during the
War of 1812, and were about to be pushed out of their new lands in the United States by
President Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal Policy of the 1830s. The Manitoulin Island
experiment was largely a failure, but many nations fleeing the United States, such as the
Potawatomi, did end up in Canada.
STEWART KING
Our people came from Wisconsin in 1834 and traveled to Penetanguishene because of the
British fort that they used to obtain gifts from each year. They were told to move on to
Coldwater. When they were forced to move away from Coldwater, they went to
Beausoleil Island and then they went to Christian Island. And they got evicted from
Christian Island because they were pagan. And they had to move to Moose Deer Point
and then they came up here to Wasauksing.
ANNA JAMESON (V.O.)
I wish I could give you the least idea of the beauty of this evening, but while I try to put
in words what was before me the sense of its ineffable loveliness overpowers me now
even as it did then. The sun had set in that cloudless splendor, and that peculiar blending
of rose and amber light that belongs only to these climes and Italy. The lake lay
weltering under the western sky like a bath of molten gold. The rocky islands, which
studded its surface, were of a dense purple except where their edges seemed fringed with
fire.
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Activities for Chapters 1 - 4
The Mortar & the Jesuit Influence
1. The Jesuits were scrupulous in their record keeping. In Toronto, Ontario the
Jesuits keep an archive for their letters, drawings, paintings, and other materials
that they have amassed over the last several hundred years.
a. Create a series of journal entries of a Jesuit’s trip down the French River
and the Georgian Bay to Huronia (Ste. Marie Among the Hurons).
Consider the travel conditions of the day – the modes of transportation, the
lack of maps, where food might come from, etc. Don’t forget – the Jesuits
would not travel alone and would depend on Native Guides, as well as the
assistance of their donnés. Many Jesuits left behind detailed artworks of
their journeys – drawings should be encouraged.
b. If you were leaving your home and had to leave one article behind that
would describe to others who you were – what would the item be? Why?
When people studied this article – what would they find out about you?
2. Resource: http://geology.com/rocks/
a. What is calcium carbonate? Maalox! Investigate the rocks in your
backyard. Students are asked to find three rock samples - detailing where
they found them, identify the kind of rock they are, and the rock’s
industrial uses. All students will bring in their rocks for a class ‘Gem
Show.’ Students can create a shadow box with their rock samples or
present their information through a Powerpoint. Students should
document the find sites, and/or take photos of their local rocks and rock
formations.
3. Archaeologist Bill Allen gave us one idea about how the Mortar ended up at Trout
Lake. However, we will never know for sure if his hypothesis is correct.
a. In short story form, outline your own theory as to how the mortar came to
be abandoned at Trout Lake.

First Nations History, Culture, & Traditional Lifestyles
1. Traditionally, the Anishinabek would relocate during the year, according to the
seasons and the availability of food and resources. The cycles of the moon would
help the Anishinabek to know when various foods and resources would be
available. Research the cycles of the moon and how they correlate with the
various seasons.
a. Create a food calendar with illustrations of the different moons.
Document the indigenous foods and resources that would be available
during each of the cycles/seasons.
b. Each Student will create a recipe page based on a recipe that uses
indigenous ingredients. Together, the class will create a recipe book,
organized by season and food availability. A website or a physical
book/binder would be the end result.
2. Research the historic differences between two North American Native Nations,
considering: food, dress, shelter, territory, and transportation. Do the nations still
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have active populations today? Why or why not? How have they changed?
What is the economic driver in their communities today?
3. Tool Knapping – Check out the Ontario Visual Heritage Project for Manitoulin,
“Island of Great Spirit” to find a brief video on tool knapping & creating
arrowheads. In the ‘extras’ section Dr. Pat Julig demonstrates multiple
techniques. There are also many videos on the internet detailing tool knapping
methods. Tool knapping is a long held, traditional skill that is inexpensive to
practice. There may be an elder or ‘Knapper’ in your area who can assist in
teaching the class this skill.
4. There are many places in Parry Sound and Canada whose names are Native
words, or derivatives of Native words. Have students select a location with a
Native name and find out the meaning of that name, the language from which it
comes, the Nation who resides/resided there, etc. Have students present this
information on a large map or in a brochure. Examples: Wahwashkesh, Niagara,
Canada, etc.
5. The Anishinabek/Haudenosaunee Wars were largely the result of a trade conflict.
Reasearch another trade war (i.e. softwood lumber, Genetically Modified foods,
Oil, etc). Has this conflict been resolved? If so, how? How was it different from
the Anishinabek/Haudenosaunee war? How was it the same?

Champlain, Bayfield & Jameson
1. Champlain was one of the first Europeans to travel in the Georgian Bay area.
Have students write a script for an interview with Champlain on a television news
program (I.e. 60 Minutes, Barbara Walters). Then, in partners, students will
present their interview scripts to the class. One partner acting as the Interviewer
for his or her own script, and then as Champlain for their partner’s script. The
interviews may be presented as live plays or as videos.
2. Bayfield’s Survey
a. Physics plays a big part in Hydrography – positioning 30 000 islands by
turning angles through a sextant certainly involved a lot of math for
Bayfield. Hydrography may help students grasp the ‘real world’
applications of physics. Give students a map with particular angles and
distances given. Have students turn angles and record distances and
positions for various landmarks and islands.
i. The above could be done with real-world objects in the schoolyard
as well.
b. Bayfield was not a great deal older than a high school student when he
embarked on his mission to map the Georgian Bay. Have students
imagine they are in Bayfield’s position – with the responsibility of
mapping the Georgian Bay and the threat of American invasion. Have
students produce a “Heritage Minute” of an imagined day in the life of
Bayfield. Students without access to video cameras could produce a stop
frame animation with real actors, puppets or dolls.
3. Anna Jameson traveled throughout Lake Huron in 1837 and recorded many of the
sights in her novel, Winter Studies and Summer Rambles in Canada, which is
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available to read on Google Books. http://books.google.com/books Path: Search:
Winter Studies and Summer Rambles.
a. Create a postcard from Anna that illustrates one of the sites she’s seen,
while detailing her travels on the back in a brief letter.
b. To take this even further, create a travel brochure, as if by Anna, about the
Georgian Bay and Lake Huron based experiences, including notes for her
novel.
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Chapters 5 – 7: Rebellion, Treaties & The Beginning of Settlement
Chapter 5 – Rebellions & Treaties
Synopsis
David Gibson was exiled from the country for his role as a leader of the Upper Canada
Rebellion in 1837. He later returned to Canada and took a government position that
would allow the Gibson family to leave their mark on Parry Sound. At the same time,
Upper Canada’s Government was looking for a way to move settlers into Northern
territories.
• David Gibson & The Rebellion of 1837
• Royal Proclamation of 1763
• Robinson-Huron Treaty
• Gibson mill in Parry Sound
Chapter 5 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
By the time Anna Jameson arrived back in York, Upper Canada found itself in the midst
of a rebellion.
CHARLES GIBSON
David Gibson lived on Yonge Street. And so here he was, establishing himself as a land
surveyor and engineer. And he won election to the legislature. You might consider that
David was a lieutenant of William Lyon Mackenzie and at the beginning of the Rebellion
he was put in charge of prisoners.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
The reasons for the rebellion are many, but the rebels basically wanted those leaders
elected to government to have more power. At the time, most important government
positions were appointed by the lieutenant governor. The reformers, lead by William
Lyon Mackenzie, wanted their government to look more like that of their American
neighbours to the south. Unfortunately for them, the rebellion was poorly organized and
was quickly squashed by 1 000 loyal troops lead by Col. Allan MacNab.
REBELS
Run! Militia! Run, they are coming!
REBEL
David! David! All is lost we have to go the militia are coming.
DAVID GIBSON
No!
REBEL
Yes! Go, the militia are coming! Go!
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DAVID GIBSON
No!
CHARLES GIBSON
And so David took part in the rebellion and at the conclusion of the short skirmish he
became a refuge, running for his life. And subsequently was taken across Lake Ontario
to Rochester.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
While the rebellions were unsuccessful initially, the changes that the reformers had been
fighting for slowly began to materialize anyway, and life in the Canada’s began to return
to the business of colonization.
JOHN BEAUCAGE
The reason that the Robinson-Huron treaty was important to Britain was because of
timber resources. The economic situation of the day was that the people wanted all that
timber, so there had to be these treaties. All of the treaties really came from the Royal
Proclamation of 1763. All of the land west of the Ottawa River was specified as being
"Indian lands". So the land very clearly belonged to the First Nations. Even though we
didn't really think that it belonged to us - that only we were using it. When Robinson was
out talking to the people it was decided that we weren't going to fight them. We weren't
going to kick them out. We would welcome them as equals and that we would remain as
equals, sharing the land.
The treaty making process was almost a sacred process and often you will hear our
people talk about the treaties as being sacred documents. So to us the treaty is just not
that little piece of paper, the treaty started from the minute that the pipe started to be
passed around, from the minute that the room started to be smudged. Because at that
time that's when we asked the creator to bare witness, to judge and to remember the
words and to be there with us during the treaty making process. Our ancestors never
thought that their decedents would be poor forever from signing the treaties.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
The Robinson-Huron treaty was signed in Sault Ste. Marie in September of 1850. In
return for an initial payment of 2 000 pounds, and an annual payment of 600 pounds, the
Anishinabek ceded a large tract of land surrounding lake Huron. The treaty also reserved
seventeen pieces of land, several along the eastern shore of Georgian Bay.
JOHN BEAUCAGE
There was a long tradition of business in Britain. They weren't going to pass up any sort
of notion of leaving something that was valuable. Anything that was near riverfront, such
as Parry Sound at the mouth of the Seguin River, where we actually had villages, was
JOHN BEAUCAGE (CONT’D)
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valuable. They moved us out first to Sandy Island, and then to Parry Island. It was
thought that that was a less valuable piece of land.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
You'll find a remarkable number of aboriginal reserves all the way around the Bay.
That's largely a legacy of the 19th century when the land was thought useless except for a
traditional habitat for First Nations.
JOHN MACFIE
Arable Ontario, the kind that you could make farms out of, Southern Ontario was getting
pretty well filled up by 1850. The government wanted to keep expanding and needed a
place to put more settlers. And they had the idea, without probably going in on foot and
looking, that well we'll just keep going north. North is wide open.
PAT BOYER
There are huge debates at the Legislature as to whether the tract further west, all across
from Huron to the Ottawa area should be kept as it was, or should be colonized. And
once the tract opened up the early resolution on the floor of the legislature came from
none other than William Lyon McKenzie in 1852, the man who had led the armed
rebellion against the government in 1837.
GIBSON
Ah, Gentlemen.
ROLPH
Mr. Gibson.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
George Lambton, the Earl of Durham, found that the rebels' criticisms had some validity.
As a result the rebel leaders were granted amnesty, returned to Canada and took up seats
in the government. David Gibson became the Inspector of Crown Lands and
Superintendent of Colonization Roads.
CHARLES GIBSON
David Gibson's father became a widower and his father remarried, and two of his sons of
that second marriage, William and James, suddenly turn up as being occupiers of a mill
site in Parry Sound. I often wonder whether their half-brother, David, was instrumental
in recommending this site because as the person in charge of Crown Lands he would
certainly be in that position where he would empower certain people to occupy certain
lands under certain conditions.
JOHN MACFIE
At that time Parry sound district had been untouched as a source of white pine. And they
acquired 50 square miles, or maybe each one of them acquired 50 square miles, they got
timber licenses in 1856 granted by the crown. And set up a little water powered sawmill
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JOHN MACFIE (CONT’D)
at the mouth of the Seguin River. And began cutting logs and turning them into lumber
and shipping them. They didn't make a very big success of it.

Chapter 6 – The Beattys
Synopsis
When the Gibson mill failed, Parry Sound proved to be the perfect opportunity for the
Beatty family. After their initial success in Parry Sound, two of the three Beattys moved
on, while William remained to shape the growing village.
• Beatty Family & the founding of Parry Sound
• Waubuno – the early days
• Beatty Covenant & Parry Harbour
• The purchase of the mortar
Chapter 6 Transcript
JOHN MACFIE
When the Beattys, William Senior, William Junior and James, arrived in Parry Sound
they took over the sawmill and quickly made a going concern of it.
ADRIAN HAYS
What they actually acquired was the right to log on 234 square miles around the mouth of
the Seguin River.
JOHN MACFIE
Very quickly the senior William and the James left and got into other things, but William
Junior stayed and he set out to make a model town of it.
ADRIAN HAYS
You know, he was very active in the needs of the settlers. Why else would he have done
things like setting up Parry Sound's first library in 1869?
JOHN MACFIE
He had a store - he was a merchant. Besides the sawmill he set up a gristmill about a half
mile further up stream, to grind the farmers' grain and so on. But he was here in
isolation, ‘cause there were no roads into Parry Sound, accessible only by water. As well
as starting Parry Sound and running Parry Sound, the Beattys were into shipping. They
had several steamboats, including the famous Waubuno.
ERIC MCINTYRE
The Waubuno was a state of the art vessel at the time it was built in 1863. Interesting
that it was a paddle side-wheeler, it was shortly thereafter that the industry converted
over to propeller driven boats, which were much more efficient in transmitting the energy
ERIC MCINTYRE (CONT’D)
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generated from the engine into forward propulsion. It was a hundred and thirty-five long
and 18-foot beam, which is actually quite narrow, which contributed to its instability.
They did have a small mast that was just behind the cabin at the front, and they would use
this mast to stabilize the boat. But the hurricane deck, which was the top deck on the
vessel, was twenty-two feet above the water and subsequently in a wind would tend to
waiver in the waves quite badly.
It carried on board only two lifeboats. The Waubuno was probably chartered for the
neighbourhood of about 40 or 50, however it wouldn't be uncommon to put more
passengers on than they were actually chartered for, which was a common practice of the
day.
JOHN MACFIE
And Waubuno was Parry Sound's Mayflower. A lot of settlers bragged about, 'Oh, we
came in on the Waubuno.' That was a flower in their lapel, like the Mayflower. It was
the lifeline between Parry Sound and the outside. A railway came to Collingwood.
Everybody came and went by the Waubuno, which took then to railhead.
William Beatty was an idealistic person. He was a Methodist and Methodists had pretty
strict rules by which they lived.
JAMES BEATTY
Well I think the Beattys were always known for their strong convictions, they believed
what they believed and in many regards acted upon those beliefs.
JOHN MACFIE
In the summer he would hold what were called 'camp meetings.' They were conducted
on the shore of Georgian Bay. It was right across from the Indian reserve on Parry
Island, the Wasauksing Community, and it was aimed partly at them.
WILLIAM BEATTY
I tell you that strong drink is crooked! Crooked wine, crooked beer, crooked brandies! It
makes a man’s path crooked. Crooked life, crooked...
JOHN MACFIE
Liquor was a real problem in the mid 19th century. It was a real curse. So it's not hard to
understand, here where he had everything under his control, no roads in - no outside
influence, he thought he would make a model community. And he purchased a couple of
thousand acres and surveyed some of it into town lots and made it in his own image.
ADRIAN HAYS
The Beatty covenant was a clause that was inserted in every deed of property that Beatty
sold. And it was that the buyer of the property could not barter or sell alcohol on that
property under the threat that Beatty would repossess the property from violators. And
ADRIAN HAYES (CONT’D)
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the clause was to be active for the lifetime of Queen Victoria's grandchildren that were
alive at the time the deed was signed and for 21 years thereafter.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
And it really shaped the way that Parry Sound proper developed. So there were no bars,
no saloons, no hotels. None of that stuff that one would expect in sort of a frontier town
that Parry Sound was. But immediately next to Parry Sound was Parry Harbour and that
of course developed completely the opposite way and that's where all the bars and that's
where the first liquor store opened outside of the limits of Parry Sound proper.
JOHN MACFIE
Now, that lasted up until about 1949 there was an act of the legislature that overrode the
'Beatty Covenant,' as it was called. You can buy a drink in downtown Parry Sound now.
In fact, I've bought a few there myself.
So William Beatty was pushing his religion. But certainly he did it with no ulterior
motive. He had some control over the whole community he was developing and he
wanted it to develop as far up from the evils that were besetting humanity as possible.
And he was called the Governor and people did respect him.
BILL ALLEN
Now, Mr. Beatty was friends with the Little family. So he offered a very, very handsome
sum of money for the day to acquire the mortar.
WILLIAM BEATTY
This is quite the find Nathaniel. If you are willing to give it to me I promise I’ll keep it
safe for a long, long time.
NATHANIEL LITTLE
Yes sir.
WILLIAM BEATTY
Thank you. Thank you sir.
BILL ALLEN
So, he purchased it almost immediately and took it into his possession and kept it in the
vault. The Beatty family have placed the mortar in the Canadian Museum of Civilization,
across the river from Ottawa, and have made sure that this artifact is available for study
by Canadians and anybody else who visits that museum.

Chapter 7 – Settling the North
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Synopsis
With the Free Lands and Homestead Act of 1868, the rush was on to settle the Northern
reaches of Ontario. Colonization roads were pushed through and settlers were offered
hundreds of acres of free land – provided they could survive there for five years.
• Free Lands and Homestead Act
• Colonization Roads, the Parry Sound Road, & the Great North Road
• Farming on the Canadian Shield
• The lumberman farmer & lumber camps
• Britt & Byng Inlet mills
Chapter 7 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
William Beatty Jr. also became involved in politics and was elected to the legislature as a
reform MPP in 1867. Once there he helped pen the Free-Land and Homestead Act,
which offered land grants of one to two hundred acres in the Muskoka and Parry Sound
districts to settlers who would come and establish farms.
JOHN MACFIE
To get settlers in they thought, ‘Well, we'll make roads and the settlers are sure to come.’
So they embarked on a scheme of putting in colonization roads and they put in about 20.
Ramming them into the southern flank of the Precambrian shield. William Beatty
lobbied for and helped get a road in from Bracebridge on the Muskoka Road. Then he
got a contract to build the first 10 miles of the Great North Road.
The purpose of the Great North Road was to open an avenue into the interior. And
according to legend, the surveyor named Fitzgerald, who blazed out the route of the Great
North Road, was following at least in part, an over-land Indian trail that went from Parry
Sound to Lake Nipissing. This route continued on up through the wilderness and
eventually lost heart and said 'Well, we'll go over and tie into the Nipissing Road and that
will be good enough.' They’d survey hundred acre lots flanking the road and say, ‘Okay,
come on fellas come in and take your choice and become a farmer.’
EVELYN MOORE
And you were allowed to live on the land and you had to live on it for five years before
you could get it really deeded to you. And within that five years you had to clear fifteen
acres and cultivate it. And you had to build a house (I think 16 by 20) and a small barn.
And in that five years the pine and the oak and all the mineral rights did not belong to
you. They all belonged to Queen Victoria.
JOHN MACFIE
One of the people who came was my great, great uncle James Macfie. He came from the
Western Islands of Scotland. And started up the Great North road. When the road got 25
miles out of Parry Sound they passed through a nice flat area covered with beautiful
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JOHN MACFIE (CONT’D)
hardwood trees. Hardwood was an indicator of good soil, in other words big hardwood
trees don't grow on the rocks. So evidently he said ‘Well this is mine,’ and he staked out
his claim.
Well this thing I'm sitting on, is what's called a stone, in case you're not familiar with
stones. I'm very familiar with them. The only reliable crop these farms on the
Precambrian Shield produced were stones, boulders - stuff that was carried down in the
glacier during the ice age, and when the ice melted it just dropped them wherever it felt
like it.
When the homesteaders came in they didn't immediately see them, they'd see the odd
great big one jutting out, but they were covered with soil and forest litter and didn't show
up. But boy when they got the trees cut down and the stumps pulled and started to
plough it, did they ever find stones.
When you're ploughing, with a team of horses and a plough, when you hold the handles,
you had to be gritting your teeth all of the time in case that plough point struck a rock
hidden. Up would fly the handles and you with them if you weren’t hanging on right
way.
And you'd pick 'em clean one year and you'd think, ‘Well that's done they are all gone.’
The next time you cultivated, ploughed, the next year there was a new crop of stones that
had appeared from nowhere.
This farm is littered with stone piles and some of the stone piles are littered with broken
plough points. They were piled up with the stones. Part of our rocky past.
EVELYN MOORE
A lot of them came from Ireland, and they were over there during the potato famine and
they were starving to death over there so I think whatever they got here, I think was more
or less a bonus. ‘This is better than what we had.’
JOHN MACFIE
There might be fifteen or so viable farms along the Great North Road now, where there
were hundreds in the 1870's and 80's. Those people lived because logging was going on.
And logging and these little rock farms on this rocky country was a symbiotic
relationship, one lived off the other. The lumber camps used horses and horses live on
oats and some hay. They found that these farms produced excellent oat crops. So the
farmers had a crop of oats that they could sell to the lumber camps and some hay. In the
meantime, the farmers found that in the winter they could go and work in the lumber
camps and be employed.

PEARL BUCHANAN (V.O.)
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It was 22 summers that my father drove the Maganetawan River. Until they got down
past Wahwashkesh Lake, he'd get home sometimes. He'd come home with these tricks.
Grab hold of the top of the door and put his chin up to the top. He'd have us all trying
these tricks. Dad learned so many songs in the camp and he would sing them to us on
Saturday nights, sitting with is feet toasting under the old high-oven stove after his long
walk home.
FATHER BUCHANAN
...It’s about six young shanty boys, so proud and so brave. 'Twas in a jam on Gary’s rock
where they met a watery grave.
PERRY HARRIS
In that area Robertson Lumber Company, which was located in Ardbeg, was basically the
company that did all the lumbering. The men were paid with room and board as well as a
wage. And a person would work from May until September; they'd be paid $60 for that
time frame. My grandfather Berlly was the bush foreman as well as the foreman for the
mill. So he would take the workers in to Wawashkesh area by boat and then they would
do their clear-cutting. The logs would then be transported down Wawashkesh in booms
and taken down and then down the Mag.
EVELYN MOORE
They had the boots with the spikes in them to stick into the logs and they used the pike
poles to loosen the logs and get them going and keep them off shore and there was people
drowned doing that.
I had an uncle, George McKillen, who was only 42, and he was river driving and he got
wet and was out all night and he got pneumonia. And if you got pneumonia back in those
days it was a death sentence because you didn't very often survive.
DAVE THOMAS
And if they were closer to Byng Inlet the booms went there. If they were closer to Parry
Sound the booms came down here.
JOHN MACFIE
And as it progressed down, you know, it would take all summer for that drive of saw logs
to get to Byng Inlet on Georgian Bay.
FRED HOMES
Byng Inlet owes its routes to the American Industrialists. The American entrepreneurial
spirit and ego.
JOHN MACFIE
There were huge expansions in the American West during and immediately following the
Civil War in the US, big market for pine timber.
FRED HOMES
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In 1868 there were two competing American owned interests, going head to head, and
they were determined to put up the largest mills of the day. You had the Clark Page
interests starting on Mill Island. And you had the very zealous American, Anson Dodge
and he was determined to beat the Clark Page people.
Boy, those fellows, dawn to dusk, six days a week, some of Sunday off - not all of
Sunday off. These were tough men - single. What we did find is real mixtures of ethnic
backgrounds. So you had Scottish and Irish together with Europeans, a few Americans
and the token Canadian. There must have been some very good Saturday night fights.
These were also rough people so amenities - they were pretty basic.
STEPHEN WOHLEBER
But after 1880, it was obvious that they were going to be here for a while. So it was now
worthwhile to establish more or less what would be referred to as a village. In the 1870's,
1880's, Parry Sound and Byng Inlet were of the same population. There were as many
people here, about 1 200, 1 500 people here as there were in Parry Sound at the time.
JOHN MACFIE
For most settlers, as soon as they got in and said, ‘This is my hundred acre lot,' and went
in there and stuck a shovel in the ground, in a lot of cases they realized, 'Uh oh, made a
mistake.' Too many of them had put everything they had into getting there. Well they
couldn't turn around, they had to throw up their little shanty and stay there and scrape
around and get something growing. So they did.
By about 1900 the pine was running out, and there was an old saying, 'When the pine's
done, the country's done.'
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Activities for Chapters 5-7
Rebellion & Treaties
1. Have the class research the Upper Canada Rebellion of 1837. Split the class in
two – half are reformers who believe that elected officials should have more
power, while the other half are loyalists and believe Britain should call the shots.
Debate!
2. King George III’s Royal Proclamation of 1763 details the process by which treaty
negotiations between the Crown and First Nations peoples should take place.
Have students research a First Nations Treaty or land claim that is of interest to
them. Were the processes outlined in the Royal Proclamation followed for this
treaty? Have students write an editorial regarding the treaty/land claim and the
issues surrounding it.

The Beattys
1. William Beatty did his best to make Parry Sound a model community. What
would your ideal community look like? Have students draw up a map of their
own model town. They should create a legend to go with their maps to identify
the various aspects of the community.
2. In the late 1800’s alcoholism was rampant and William Beatty did his best to
prevent Parry Sound from falling victim to its vices. Have students create a
temperance speech of their own – on alcohol or a vice of their choice (to be
approved by the teacher). Have students perform their speeches for the class –
trying to convince the class to follow them on the path to temperance.
3. Essay Question: To whom should the mortar belong? The French? The
Anishinabek? The Beatty’s? The Canadian Government? Why?

Settlers’ Lifestyles & the Free Lands & Homestead Act
1. When settlers came to claim their Free Grant lands, many of them knew very little
about the country they found themselves in. Few knew that lakes and rocks were
abundant in the area and that farming would not be a viable pursuit on most of the
Free Grant lands. Post a map of the Parry Sound district. Have students ‘Pin the
tail on the donkey’ – one at a time, a blind folded student will place a pin with
their name on it somewhere on the map, denoting their tract of free grant land.
Based on their pin’s location on the map, students will have to write a journal
about their most recent trip into the nearest town for supplies. Based on the
locations ‘chosen’ by students, some will have more difficulty in their travels than
others in terms of road access, boat travel, etc. In the journal, have students
discuss the supplies required and their financial situations. If there is a neighbour
within close proximity, or on their intended route, students may work with them
to ‘get to town.’
2. Essay Question: Was it ethical for the Canadian Government to prod settlers into
moving to the Canadian Shield with promises of agricultural land, even though
not much was known of the area? What were the government’s motivations for
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doing this? Do these motivations legitimate the ‘Free Grant Land’ ploy? Some
settlers were very successful farmers – should the government shoulder the blame
for those that failed?
3. Students are asked to research their own family’s heritage (have them chose either
their paternal or maternal ancestry – unless they are keen to do both). When
researching, they should uncover the country that their family originated from, the
type of work that most of the family was involved in (i.e. farming, milling,
mining, etc.), any famous people who were members of the family, the meaning
of their family’s name (if any), reasons why the family came to Canada, and any
hardships the family endured – either in their country of origin, or in Canada.
First Nations students can research their clan, the history of their band, and the
history of their Nation. Students should also research the cultural nuances of their
country of origin (or First Nation), including: traditional culture, arts, and
entertainment, traditional festivals, traditional foods, and popular sports.
4. Interview an Elder: Interview a family member or Elder regarding their ancestry
and the history of their people/family. Students will use this information to
compile a short documentary film on their family’s history. If students do not
have access to video cameras, they can create a family scrapbook with transcribed
interview text and family photos or drawings.

Lumbering
1. Write a short story about one worker’s life during this time. For example, look at
the life of a lumberjack. Research what it was like at a lumber camp in northern
Ontario, or breaking a log jam on a river in the spring. Focus your story on a
personal incident in the every day life of a lumberjack.
a. Other possible points of view: a cook in a lumber camp in the winter; wife
of a lumberjack who stays behind all winter with the twelve children (one
on the way) and works hard farming in the summer alongside her husband,
along with making the clothes, churning the butter, dressing freshly killed
meat, keeping house, etc; a child of one of the lumberjacks; a merchant
who owns a shop where supplies are bought for the lumber camps, a
bootlegger who smuggles liquor for his lumberjack customers; a girlfriend
of one of the rugged lumberjacks waiting to be married; a newly
immigrated teenage boy anxious to get into the bush and cutting lumber;
a new immigrant lured by the promise of free land and bountiful harvests;
a writer for the local paper.
2. Open Mic Night.
a. Student groups practice and perform the various old ballads of the
lumberjacks. iTunes has examples of some of these old tunes. Students
could dress up accordingly in plaid and boots. Everyone would bring nonalcoholic drink mixtures to serve at the celebration. The classroom could
be set with table and chairs, as if a restaurant or tavern. Students may
have access to a karaoke machine. Students may “perform” as an air band
to any one of the recordings of these old songs.
b. Some suggestions for Lumberjack songs:
i. The Canadian Lumber Jack - Stompin' Tom Connors;
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Lumberjack - Johnny Cash;
Log Rolling - Uncle Billy McCrea, Deep River of Song
The Log Jam- David Darling and Barry Lopez, River Notes
Log Driver's Waltz sung by a variety of singers including Copper
Sky, Michael Mitchell
3. Consider the situation of Parry Sound or Britt/Byng Inlet. What made these
towns ideal locations for the lumber industry?
4. Map the logging routes along the rivers and tributaries.
5. Create a timeline of development of the district of West Parry Sound as the
lumber industry flourished.
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Chapters 8-11: Transportation (Ships, Steamers and Railway)
Chapter 8 – Opposite Directions
Synopsis
With the construction of a railroad from Toronto to North Bay, the Eastern side of the
Parry Sound district would be granted direct access to the outside world and an easy route
to the Western provinces. For those who stayed in the district, the steamboats that
popped up on Lakes Ahmic and Cecebe provided settlers a much gentler ride than the
Great North Road.
• Railway to North Bay
• Steamboats on the inner lakes
• Parry Sound Colony
Chapter 8 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
As is often the case, the railways changed everything. When the Canadian Pacific
Railway was opened in 1886, it was only natural for the Northern Railway Company,
which at this point only went to Gravenhurst, to extend their service to connect with the
CPR at Lake Nipissing.
JOHN MACFIE
When that got up and intersected the Magnetawan River, which is mid-way up Parry
Sound district at Burk's Falls, suddenly, that changed the travel patterns. Eventually
steamboats appeared on the Magnetawan, the chain of lakes, Lake Cecebe and Ahmic
Lake had steamboats on them. That meant that people two-thirds of the way up the Great
North Road the way out became not to get on a stagecoach and come to Parry Sound, but
get on a steamboat at Ahmic Harbour on Ahmic Lake and go east to Burke's Falls and get
on a train.
EVELYN MOORE
The Canadian government and the railway company decided that there was a big, lot of
empty land out in Western Canada and it would be good to populate it. So, they held
meetings, town hall meetings in Dunchurch and Magnetawan and Burk’s Falls and in
Sundridge and tried to get people to sign up to go out west. There was 280 signed up to
go and they had chartered a train. They took all their worldly possessions with them.
PETER ANDREWS (V.O.)
You asked me how I like living in this country, well I like it well and I would not think of
going back to live there, I was there too long for my own good. I would say that this is
the place for a man that was intended to make his living farming.
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JOHN MACFIE
That was 1892; well in the next ten years there was a big rush west. They tended to go
where somebody they knew had gone and they formed colonies. One of these is still
known in Alberta as the Parry Sound Colony.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
While many people left for greener pastures, some stayed. To survive they had to live
more like the Anishinabek had. A garden in the summertime, hunting and trapping in the
fall, leaving home for the lumber camp in the winter and harvesting maple sugar in the
spring. Some tried dairy farming and cheese making. Others discovered that they could
sell the bark of hemlock trees to the Tanneries in Parry Sound or Huntsville.

Chapter 9 – The Deceptive Bay
Synopsis
On November 21st, 1879 the Waubuno began its final voyage - one that would end in
tragedy on the rough waters of the Bay.
• Dangers of steamship travel
• The fate of the Waubuno
• The wreck of the Asia
• Boulton’s hydrographic survey
Chapter 9 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
While the people in the eastern half of the district now had a railway, those living on the
western side would continue to rely on the unpredictable and sometimes dangerous
Georgian Bay for transportation.
DAVE THOMAS
Thirty thousand islands, but a hundred thousand shoals. A hundred thousand shoals.
And those skippers back there - they sailed by the seat of their pants
ERIC MCINTYRE
There were weather reports, but they were largely inaccurate. And as a consequence,
many of these steamers are going out, largely doing some of their own forecasting. There
weren't a lot of navigational aids present at the time. There were a number of lighthouses
that had been constructed. Almost equally as dangerous as the weather would've been the
fact that these are steamships that are powered by having combustion on board to
generate the steam. So they've got fire going on in the steam engine, which was a
potential bomb if per chance water happened to flood in and contact the hot steam engine.
The other thing is the month of November. If you look at the history of wrecks through
newspapers of the time, November was really the most hazardous month to be out there.
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ERIC MCINTYRE (CONT’D)
The final voyage of the Waubuno commences in Collingwood on November 21st, 1879.
It was tied up at the dock in Collingwood, awaiting the passing of an early winter storm.
WOMAN
Henry! Henry! Henry! Wake up Henry! Henry!
HENRY
What is it? What is it?
WOMAN
I had a dream, a horrible dream, about the boat, about the Waubuno. Henry, the weather
turned and something went wrong. All I could hear was creaking and the creaking turned
into screaming as the wood began to shatter. Before I could do anything I was in the
water. Henry, we can’t go on that boat.
HENRY
We don’t have a choice - it’s the last boat of the season. There’ll be no more.
WOMAN
But HenryHENRY
Come now, it was only a dream.
WAUBUNO SONG
Young Doctor Doupe with dainty bride;
Booked passage 'cross The Bay;
The Waubuno was loaded up
That grey November day.
The wind from Manitoulin Isle
Swept harsh across The Bruce
To Collingwood, the railhead town,
Where shutters rattled loose.
Oh Captain, Captain Burkett,
We need to stay in port,
The northwest gale's a'raging,
Disaster's not to court.
The last trip of the season,
She’d surely find her way,
But prudence called for caution
The captain said, " Delay! "
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WAUBUNO SONG (CONT’D)
Subsiding some at four A.M.,
The wind seemed not so strong,
And Captain Burkett said to them,
"This trip will not be long."
The Waubuno pitched in the night
And rolled between each swell;
She laboured past the Bar Point light,
Heard Christian Island knell.
The seas like giant frothing teeth
Bit hard against her hull,
But on the sidewheels churned and churned
As dawn broke grey and dull.
The Copperhead was not far off
When Burkett made his move:
To shelter gain, behind that isle,
His seamanship he'd prove.
Though skilled he was, with courage too,
He couldn't stem the tide;
The ship-high waves crashed down on them,
water rushed inside.
No anchor, power, rudder now,
She floated free off course,
But only God heard screaming cries
And one poor neighing horse.
The breakers threw her on Black Rock
And turned her on her side;
The engine jarred loose from its hold,
And smashed through ribs outside.
The paddlebox was shattered now,
The upperworks were too,
And to their frigid, watery graves
Went passengers and crew.
Oh Captain, Captain Burkett,
We need to stay in port,
The northwest gale's a'raging,
Disaster's not to court.
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WAUBUNO SONG (CONT’D)
Oh Captain, Captain Burkett,
We need to stay in port,
The northwest gale's a'raging,
Disaster's not to court.
ERIC MCINTYRE
The Midigrew of the Parry Sound Lumber Company, which is a tug, is sent out in search
of the Waubuno. There wasn't a great deal of concern because it was quite common for
these vessels to go into the South Channel to seek shelter in amongst the islands, and
perhaps the Waubuno had simply become stranded in shallow water and needed a pull
off. However, the Midigrew, in the vicinity of Copper Head Island finds lots of flotsam
to indicate that the Waubuno has met an unfortunate end.
Not a single survivor was found and not only that, but none of the bodies were discovered
either. The November 28th, 1879 issue of the North Star indicated that there were 24
people lost on the vessel, 14 of whom were crewmembers. The passengers on the boat,
most notably included Noel B. Fisher, who was then the editor and owner of the Parry
Sound North Star.
It was very important that they find a body. The reason being the laws of the day was
such that the provincial government was not obliged to call an inquest without the
presence of a body. And the Parry Sound North Star was calling upon its citizens to get
together a petition to petition the federal minister to hold an inquiry. Unfortunately, the
results of the inquiry, I've been advised, were destroyed in a 1916 fire that occurred on
parliament hill. There does not appear to have been any changes with respect to
legislation or regulation as a result of the loss of the Waubuno.
After the loss of the Waubuno the Georgian Bay Transportation Company changed its
name to the Great Northern Transit Company. Probably a marketing move, not wanting
to be associated with disaster. Unfortunately that did little to change their fortunes. The
Asia, which was chartered to the Great Northern Transit Company, it's lost in November
of 1882 with approximately 124 lives lost.
The loss of the Asia was really the catalyst that prompted the, the Georgian Bay
hydrological survey by Boulton. His work was much more detailed - provided not only
spot locations but also contours and was of great value with respect to navigation of the
time.

Chapter 10 – The Waterways
Synopsis
With the shoals and islands of the Georgian Bay numbering in the thousands, the
fishermen of its waters have always had to be keenly aware of their environment.
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Through the years navigational aids have been developed to help fishermen, lumber
boats, freighters and pleasure craft find their way.
• The Pointe au Baril barrel
• Commercial fishing on the Bay & the Mink Islands
• Lumber booms on the water & lumber hookers
• The Canadian Coast Guard in Parry Sound
Chapter 10 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Navigational Aides would have been important to more than just the transportation
companies. By the late 1800’s, commercial fishermen were also navigating the 30 000
islands.
GLEN PARR
Originally, the story is the commercial fishermen at Pointe au Baril put the barrel up there
with a lantern in it so that when the fishermen were coming off the Georgian Bay after
dark they would see the light and know where they were. But they used a barrel because
the wind wouldn't blow it out; they'd just open it on one side.
JOHN MACFIE
Initially the main commercial fish were lake trout and whitefish. Commercial fishing got
out, underway when railroads reached the south end of Georgian Bay. That meant that
fish out of Georgian Bay could be easily shipped to markets in Toronto, even New York.
They used little boats called Collingwood Skiffs, little two master sailboats; they were the
mainstay of the fishing fleet.
To be on the fishing grounds you couldn't start out from Southern Georgian Bay, you had
to be up on the fishing grounds. So these little fishing stations sprang up: Umbrella
Islands, just southwest of Parry Sound and a big, big one - the Mink Islands. Another
major one up at the North end off the French River called the Bustard Islands. And those
would be little thriving communities all summer.
GLEN PARR
My grandfather started before the turn of the century in Collingwood. About 1926 my
parents moved up to the Mink Islands to fish. There were fishermen before that at the
Mink Islands. Dominion Fish Company had a large fishery there. They used to have
steam tugs and they would tow these mackinaw boats out to the fishing grounds and they
would fish all day and then near the evening they would gather up all the mackinaw
boats, tow them all back into port. And this went on day after day.
JOHN MACFIE
They fished with gill nets. One fisherman might have 8 or ten miles of gill nets.
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GLEN PARR
You put a float out and an anchor. Then you run your nets out, just like a fence, and you
run it for several hundred yards and then you put another anchor and anchor it down.
And the fish will swim into this and get caught.
JOHN MACFIE
At its peak the Mink Islands, there might be a hundred people living there in the summer.
They even had a little school and a church.
GLEN PARR
As a child it was great. On our island itself there was three families and nearby there
were several other families. So as a child we'd have little rowboats and that. So we'd
row from island to island or swim from island to island. So we had a great life out there.
‘Course, we're only there in the summer time, when it's time for school we moved back to
Parry Sound.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Even as the pine was running out at the turn of the century, nobody had more boats
plying the Georgian Bay than the lumber companies.
DAVE THOMAS
25 million board feet a year from one mill - 25 million board feet in one year out of Parry
Sound.
JOHN MACFIE
The lumber was piled up to dry. And then schooners came in, at first they were mostly
sail - sailing schooners.
DAVE THOMAS
The lumber hookers were another ship, but they had no mode of power. And what they
did was they parked the mother ship here, the lumber hooker behind, and they loaded the
mother ship right to the rails with lumber, and they loaded the lumber hooker right to the
rails with lumber.
JOHN MACFIE
Made them top heavy, but the off-setting benefit of that was if the darn thing upset at
least the lumber chained on it would always float. That's what they thought anyway.
A semi-steamboat and sailboat named the Seattle loaded up with lumber in Parry Sound
in about 1903 and struck off into a storm. They had a small steam engine that wasn't
really enough - they counted partly on sail. Got half way across Georgian Bay.
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DAVE THOMAS
And the lumber came off them, the men drowned, and the lumber went all over the shores
of the Georgian Bay. Many houses today that are built along the shore are built from that
lumber.
JACK KENNEDY
Parry Sound seemed to be a fairly good central location for the Coast Guard. And it
started here in 1905. And our job primarily is to look after the servicing of aids to
navigation and maintaining of light stations and so on.
In 1905, they actually didn't have any boats. They leased or chartered boats to do their
work for them. They would literally tow, and we're talking big buoys, these were like 30
feet high, great big huge buoys, and they would drag them off the dock, drag them out to
the position, with their anchor and a chain on, and then come back in. For Georgian Bay,
the main channels, I would think there would be in the neighbourhood of around 45
buoys that we would put in and take out. Remember you have to take them out in the fall
otherwise you'll lose them in the ice.
Those days the buoys had gas cylinders in them, and there were gas lanterns. So, you had
to climb up on these buoys, turn the gas on, and then light them. Back before my time,
one of the ways that one of the old skippers was testing these buoys was to go along the
gas lines and check for leaks. And guess what, he found a leak one day, blew himself up
and blew the boat up. So they stopped that procedure for sure.
Chapter 11 – Depot Harbour & The Rail
Synopsis
When J.R. Booth decided to make the dream of a connection from the St. Lawrence to
the Upper Great Lakes a reality, it would change the landscape of the Parry Sound area
forever. However, Booth’s railway would not be the only one to cross the boundaries of
Parry Sound, as both the CNR and CPR would make their way through the town in 1908.
• Depot Harbour & J.R. Booth
• The Ottawa, Arnprior & Parry Sound Railway
• Appropriation of First Nation lands
• CNR, CPR & the Parry Sound trestle bridge
Chapter 11 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
One of the reasons for the establishment of the Department of Marine was the increase in
freight traffic on the Great Lakes. And by 1900, a good chunk of that freight traffic just
happened to be headed for a little corner of the Wasauksing First Nation, which became
known as Depot Harbour.
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CLAIRE CAMPBELL
So the whole point is to somehow link the Great Lakes, the inland seas, with the actual
sea. And the idea of building a canal from the Ottawa River, north of Ottawa, over to the
northern part of the Georgian Bay was something that had been contemplated throughout
the 19th century. And the thing that approximates it most is the railway.
ADRIAN HAYS
Parry Sound tried numerous times to attract railways to come through Parry Sound. And
eventually they decided that the only way they were going to get a railway was to build it
themselves. And so various people in Parry Sound pooled their money and they formed a
company of their own and they started building a railway. The Parry Sound Colonization
Railway wasn't completed to Parry Sound because what happened is John Rudolphus
Booth of Ottawa became involved in it.
DAVE THOMAS
J.R. Booth grew up in Ottawa. He had a vision. And he was an entrepreneur. His
biggest job was the lumber for the parliament buildings in Ottawa. And he realized that
there was a lot of potential out west - wheat, produce, and he looked he said, 'There's no
way to get that east. And I think I'll start building railways.'
Actually he was heading for Parry Sound. He wanted to terminate here. The forefathers
at that time in Parry Sound saw the potential of money. So they bought all the land in a
half moon that Booth would want when he got to Parry Sound. They inflated the prices
and he called for a meeting, sat down, said, 'I want to buy this land.' They said, 'Ok, this
is what we want per lot, blah, blah, blah, blah.' He left and said, 'They're not gonna put a
gun to my head.' And he circumvented Parry Sound, went around over on Parry Island to
Depot Harbour and that's where his railway ended.
ADRIAN HAYS
What Booth was well aware of is that a change had been made to the Indian act allowing
for the expropriation of land for railway purposes.
JOHN BEAUCAGE
It was basically all taken from Parry Island and at the time our Chief - our council had no
authority to say no, or to even have a lawyer to look at the terms of any kind of an
agreement. So, it was just exploitation at its best.
JOE BRUNATTI
The first train that arrived in Depot Harbour was January the 7th, 1897. Raw materials
came from the west - to ports like Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth.
Going by J.R. Booth's route and his railroad shortened the distance by eight hundred
miles. In the Harbour, during the height of the commercial venture you could have up to
15 boats anchored out into the harbour.
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STEWART KING
A lot of our young men and women would board the ships there to work as cooks and
labourers on these sailing vessels. And they'd have a chance to see different portions of
the Great Lakes. And the money they made in those days was quite substantial. There
are entire families that worked on board of these ships.
DAVE THOMAS
J.R. Booth was a character, I'm telling ya. It was his Depot Harbour, 'I own it.' He built
the whole thing. They had hockey teams. Parry Sound had a hockey team and they're
gonna go to Depot Harbour, and they're gonna play J.R. Booth's team. That day he put
on professional hockey players. He had to win. They come and played the game and
poor Parry Sound got wiped out. That's what he did because he was so competitive.
JOE BRUNATTI
Throughout the summer months the grain would come in, into the elevator, out of the
elevator, into the box cars, so that would be a continuous operation. And then J.R. Booth
would fill those elevators chalk full of like two million bushels of grain. And then
throughout the winter months as the head office in Depot Harbour would receive orders
from a certain flour company or bakery or whatever, and they'd say, 'We need ten cars of
grain.' And then the railroad office would call the man with the most seniority to come in
and fill that order. And there would be nothing left in the spring.
And the same thing would happen with the freight sheds. By 1910 there would be a
trainload leaving Depot Harbour every 20 minutes of every day. That's a lot of freight.
The marshalling yards would accommodate about a thousand boxcars. At one time I am
told that the peak of Depot Harbour population was 600.
STEVEN DUFF
The workers who went to settle there were from all sorts of national backgrounds. There
were some Francophones; there were people from Germany, from Ukraine, quite a few
from Italy. Also interestingly there was quite a bit of intermarriage between Ukrainians
and Natives.
JOHN BEAUCAGE
Even though it was exploitation there was still a friendship, a kinship that did occur.
There were a large number of non-native kids and native kids that went to the same
school and became very close friends.
STEWART KING
The ones that I remember most were the Italian people. They seemed to have a good
relationship with the Anishinabek. I remember visiting some of the families. And I
remember the big gardens that they had, the big vegetable gardens, the flower gardens
that they had.
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JOE BRUNATTI
You had the Anglos, you had the Europeans, you had the natives, and there was no such
thing as discrimination. Never even found an inclining. As children we never noticed,
you know? But the native kids, you know, they were the most affected by poverty.
One of the interesting things that used to come to Depot Harbour would be chocolate.
Chocolate would be wrapped up, not a chocolate bar by any means. This would be a
giant chocolate bar and they would be a foot thick, two feet wide and three feet long.
Course as the boat arrived in Depot Harbour we knew there was chocolate on there
because they had an enormous amount of it and the aroma was all over town. So as kids
we were very smart, you know, we knew how to get a piece of chocolate with a jack
knife or a hunting knife.
FREIGHT WORKERS
Hey! Go on! Get out of here!
JOE BRUNATTI
And then we would not eat for days because we had too much chocolate.
JOHN MACFIE
Parry Sound, even though they lobbied long and hard, was late in getting a railway.
Eventually the CPR and what became the CNR both put in lines linking Toronto and
Sudbury, which couldn't avoid Parry Sound. So we eventually got railways right into the
town of Parry Sound around 1908 when both came up almost neck and neck.
STEVEN DUFF
When the CPR surveyed its way up through here, the valley of the Seguin River was the
big obstacle so their thinking was ‘Lets go for it, lets just throw a great big bridge across
it.’ It’s interesting when you look at the bridge because you can see a number of different
types of girder construction.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
It's the largest trestle in Ontario, and I think one of the five longest trestles in Canada.
JOHN MACFIE
Yeah it changed things a lot. It made it easier to get out of here.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
Instead of it being a two and a half day journey, it would be a sort of half-day journey
from Toronto.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
The railways had a tremendous affect on the region. In the years leading up to World
War One, numerous industries sprung up in Parry Sound, including an iron smelter and a
wood alcohol plant. There was even a wood turning company that made small wooden
pieces for popular board games including scrabble and monopoly. As the CPR pushed
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NARRATOR (V.O. CONT’D)
north, it established an extensive coal dock at Byng Inlet. At Key Harbour, operators of
an iron mine north of Sudbury built a spur line to the Canadian Northern Railway and
started shipping out ore pellets in 1909. But few stops on the Canadian National Railway
would have an effect as explosive as the little town of Ambo.
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Activities for Chapters 8-11
Colonizing Western Canada
1. The Canadian Government, the Railways, and settlement companies launched
comprehensive advertising campaigns to encourage settlers from other Canadian
provinces and from overseas to take up farms in the Western provinces. Have
students create a poster (either using photoshop or through traditional artistic
means) to encourage settlers to move out west. If the student is familiar with
another language, they may create a poster to advertise to the language’s native
speakers (as if the poster were posted in their country of origin).
2. Divide students into partners. Have one partner imagine that they are one of the
settlers who has decided to pick up and move from the Parry Sound District to
one of the Western provinces. The other partner will have decided to stay in
Parry Sound (out of financial necessity or choice). Have the two exchange a
series of letters. The Western settler should detail how life is different out West,
and the Parry Sound should discuss the hardships of settling in the Parry Sound
district. Partners should work out the relationship they have with one another
before beginning – are they relatives? Lovers? Ex-lovers?

Maritime History – the Waubuno, the Asia, & Commercial Fishing
1. How has maritime navigation changed over the years? What kinds of tools are
available to seamen and fishermen now that might have helped out the crews of
the Waubuno and Asia? Make a comic strip or film storyboard detailing how the
story of the Asia or Waubuno might have been different if modern navigational
aids and forecasting were available to them.
a. Or use the comic strip to detail the evolution of navigational aids for
mariners.
2. Sea Chanty – Many a song has been sung about the difficulties of maritime travel.
Have students create their own sea chanty about the Georgian Bay – it could be
about an historical event (i.e. the sinking of the Waubuno) or a maritime event in
their own lives. Students can create a music video for their chanty, or make an
audio track using musical instruments from garage band to accompany them,
perform the piece in front of the class, or simply hand their piece in as a poem.
Many chanteys are ‘call and response’ – a fun activity for the whole class to
participate in. Alternative spelling: sea shanty
a. Resource: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_shanty
i. Contains audio samples
3. The barrel at Pointe au Baril was a low cost and effective navigational aid. Using
modern materials, have students design their own navigational aid. They could
build a scale model of the aid, or simply draw a diagram. Students should
consider where they would put the aid and what purpose it would serve. Would
the aid be solely for marine navigation? Could the aid be used today, or would it
serve a greater purpose if used in the future?
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4. Fishing & Biology – Design a class fish tank with fish species and plant life from
the Georgian Bay. Each student should select a species and find out their
biological nomenclature, preferred foods, habit, population numbers, and their
‘industrial use’ if any. A photo or drawing of the specimen should be included.
On a bulletin board or website, a large fish tank or map of Georgian Bay can
serve as the background, and students’ fish and plants can be placed in the tank.
5. Fishing has a long history throughout the world. Have students select a culture
who has traditionally fished. Have them research the various methods and tools
used by that culture in the past. Were certain fish species more valuable than
others or more dangerous to catch? Does the culture still fish at present? Does
fishing still supplement a large portion of their economy? Have students design a
‘fishing guide’ for sportsmen today.

Depot Harbour & The Railways
1. Parry Sound Trestle Bridge
a. In groups, students will build their own trestle bridge using straws or
popsicle sticks. Limiting the number of popsicle sticks or straws may help
to ‘even the odds.’ Test the bridges’ strength with weights of increasing
size, recording at which point each bridge collapses. The group that builds
the strongest bridge wins.
2. Imagine what life was like for the residents of Depot Harbour. Have students
select an identity and write a short story about their life in Depot Harbour. Some
examples might be: freight shed worker, J.R. Booth, First Nations steamer
worker, Depot Harbour hockey player, etc. Students may want to place their story
a specific point in Depot Harbour’s history, i.e.: the Depression, the building of
the town, the fire, etc.
3. J.R. Booth was one of Canada’s most famous industrialists. Have students
research one of the famous industrialists of the late 1800’s or early 1900’s. Have
them create a 2 minute, video biography on this industrialist, and act as the host
and narrator for the piece (as in the biographies on the Biography Channel or
A&E). Pictures from the internet or books can be scanned in and included in the
video. A biography should accompany the final piece. If students do not have
access to video cameras, a PowerPoint presentation or a report may be submitted.
4. Research further the story of Depot Harbour. Write an essay arguing for or
against the establishment of the town. Did the town help or hinder the people of
Wasauksing and Parry Sound? What about the industrial remnants that have been
left behind at the site?
5. Create a Depot Harbour Town Web Site that describes the life of town residents
during this period. Organize the topics and designate them to individual students
to create a page for the web site. Most cities have their own sites today. Design
the site with archival photos and pictures in this old style. (This assignment could
be created as a newspaper). Digital reproductions of Depot Harbour photographs
can be found at the West Parry Sound Museum.
a. Logo and design for home page, including links for topics covered
b. Attractions and Special events
1. Music
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2. Socials
3. Church bazaars
4. School News
c. Sport team schedules, scores, game commentaries and game star players
d. Tourist Attractions
e. Local News
f. Business Opportunities
g. Local Government
h. Town Maps
i. Employment News
j. Welcome Page for New Immigrants
k. Shops and Businesses
l. Agenda for Prosperity: The Town Plan for a prosperous future
6. The railways often produced post cards for the locations on their routes. Create a
post card for the town of Parry Sound, Depot Harbour, or one of the other rail
towns from this era. Photographs, etchings, watercolours, and drawings were
popular means of expression during this period – encourage students to be
creative.
7. Create a poster advertising the Railway coming to town. Think about what this
would mean for residents of Parry Sound District towns, who up until this point
had only poor roads and boats to access the outside world.
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Chapters 12-15: Heavy Industry & War
Chapter 12 – Ambo
Synopsis
When Frank Langford began buying up property North of Parry Sound, rumors of a new
goat farm circulated widely. But the explosives plants that evolved instead would prove
to have a much bigger impact on the area.
• Canadian Explosives Limited
• Nobel
• World War I
• Cordite
• British Cordite Limited
Chapter 12 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
When a man named Frank Langford began to buy up 5 000 acres just north of Parry
Sound in 1912, there were rumors that a large goat farm was coming to town.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
Ambo was a very small community. It became Nobel when it was decided to establish
the CXL plant, Canadian Explosives Limited.
JOHN MACFIE
And Nobel had invented dynamite, much to his regret later. The plant was put in there by
a British Company, CXL, to make dynamite because there was some talk of a shipping
canal being put through from Ottawa to Georgian Bay using the French River and lake
Nipissing. Well there's a lot of rock up there and they knew they needed a handy source
of dynamite.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
But again, I mean it speaks to the relative isolation of the Bay right? Where are you
going to put your explosives factory? Presumably where you'll hit absolutely nobody.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Nobel was also in close proximity to a major market, Northern Ontario’s burgeoning
mining sector and the source of fresh water provided by the Bay was a critical component
in production.
DAVE THOMAS
They built two Nobels - the one they started was down at the water's edge. They had
bungalows and they had the works that made the dynamite and that. But evidently they
polluted the water and they were told they had to stop. So they built another village up
top and that's the one that's there today.
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JOHN MACFIE
When World War One came along, they needed munitions, cordite.
BOB MERCER
Well cordite is a propellant, it doesn't detonate, but if it's lit by an ignition it burns at a
terrifically fast rate, almost like a gas explosion and it is the driving power in a shell.
Cordite was turned out in sticks like long strands of macaroni. Now you take a naval gun
which shoots a shell, a 16 inch naval gun, shoots a projectile about 20 miles. And it'd
take you maybe four or five hundred pounds of cordite in the driving end of that shell and
then the business end would be various explosives such as TNT and other explosive
mixtures and once the cordite's ignited, away it goes.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
By 1917, production was doubled when the Canadian Government worked with CXL
management to establish British Cordite Limited across the tracks from CXL, employing
upwards of 3 000 people and capable of outputting 80 000 pounds of cordite per day.
JOHN MACFIE
My aunt worked in the plant that was built out at Nobel. It was an emancipation period
for women because they needed workers out there to make this cordite and they hired a
lot of women. And she wrote to my father, bragging about doing her bit in the munitions
plant. And we have a letter that he wrote back saying, 'Well that's all ok, but I wish
people all over the world would quit making explosives,' he said, 'after the last place we
were in.’ Well that last place was at Passchendaele.

Chapter 13 – Francis Pegahmagabow
Synopsis
Born on the Shawanaga First Nation, Francis Pegahmagabow would become one of the
most decorated snipers of World War I, and a fervent activist for native rights.
• Francis’ early days
• ‘Peggy’ the sniper
• Chief Pegahmagabow
Chapter 13 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Another man from the Parry Sound area at the bloody battle of Passchendaele was the
decorated sniper Francis Pegahmagabow.
MARIE ANDERSON-PEGAHMAGABOW
Just when you go down to the Shawanaga landing, there's a little island there. Just a little
island. And one day somebody noticed there was nobody moving around on that little
island, but there was people living there. The man that noticed that, he said, ‘I'm going to
go over and check out those people.’ He went over in a boat and when he arrived he
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MARIE ANDERSON-PEGAHMAGABOW (CONT’D)
walked into the little cabin. There was no sound of anybody around. So he came across
this man laying on a cot-bed. He was dead. And he could hear a baby squirming
somewhere. So, he went further on and he came to the bed where my grandmother was
laying with her baby, that's Francis Pegahmagabow.
ADRIAN HAYS
Indians were forbidden to enlist. There was actually a directive from the Surgeon
General of Canada, which said that while British soldiers might be willing to serve with
their Aboriginal brothers and respect them, they didn't think that the Germans would
extend civilized warfare to them because they were viewed as savages. I think that the
Colonel of the First Battalion just saw what he thought would be a good soldier.
MARIE ANDERSON-PEGAHMAGABOW
He was a sniper. He was a messenger. He ran. He was the most decorated Anishinabek
soldier in the First War. I'm very proud to be able to say this about him.
ADRIAN HAYS
Francis has the reputation of having been the deadliest sniper on the Western front. He
worked alone so you have to go with what he says. Like he says that he shot 378, well
you have to believe that number.
JOHN BEAUCAGE
There were stories that at night he would sometimes sneak into the German trenches and
cut off the insignia off their uniforms and steal them and then go back to his own lines.
MARIE ANDERSON-PEGAHMAGABOW
He said one time they were moving, they were moving forward and he had this one
buddy, and you're supposed to be quiet, and this guy was calling him, ‘Peggy Peggy wait
for me Peggy,’ and he said and all of a sudden his voice was distant. He turned around to
look back at his friend who was running behind him, but didn't have no head.
ADRIAN HAYS
When Francis returned to Canada after the war he wasn't treated the way that he thought
he should be treated, or that he should've been treated. You've got to remember that
when he was in France he was wearing khaki like everyone else. Everybody was the
same, everybody was treated equal. When he got back to Canada he was just another
Indian.
MARIE ANDERSON-PEGAHMAGABOW
And then the people come along approached him, he ran for Chief, he served two terms
as Chief.
ADRIAN HAYS
Every decision that was made by the Parry Island Band Council had to be approved by
the local Indian Agent. Francis applied for a soldier/settlers loan to farm on Parry Island;
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ADRIAN HAYS (CONT’D)
he was turned down for his loan. He applied various times for a loan to buy a team of
horses and he was always turned down. Every opportunity that the man tried to have to
get ahead in life was thwarted by the department of Indian Affairs.
JOHN BEAUCAGE
Francis saw the inequalities that were happening with Native and Non-native Vets, saw
the cycle of dependencies that were starting to occur during the Depression and became
an activist before activism was de rigueur. And he fought very hard for equality, for First
Nations rights, for restoring our jurisdiction in our communities.

Chapter 14 – WWII Boom!
Synopsis
With the beginning of WWII, Nobel experienced a renaissance of its explosive past.
With the opening of Canadian Industries Limited and Defence Industries Limited,
thousands were drawn to the Parry Sound area to find work in the munitions factories.
• CIL & DIL
• Living and working conditions
Chapter 14 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
The beginning of World War II, like the first war before it, meant a tremendous boom for
the Parry Sound area. And most of that boom happened at Nobel. Though it was shut
down for a few years in between the wars, CXL resumed operations in 1927 with about
100 employees and a new name, Canadian Industries Limited, or CIL for short. That
number would skyrocket to 4 300 employees when the government of Canada built
Defence Industries Limited (or DIL). The district had never seen anything like this
before.
JOHN MACFIE
The effect was seismic, you know, thousands of people came in looking for work. New
businesses sprang up, restaurants, a new movie theatre, even got a radio station in Parry
Sound. New buildings going up and when everything was full of people there were shack
towns blooming along the road. Even had a crime wave. Parry Sound had its first
mugging in 1940, I think.
MARION MCISACC
Friends had moved from Orillia up to Nobel and just got a job, like instantly. And got in
touch with me and said, 'Why don't you come on up here, you could get a job anywhere.'
And I decided to do that. So I worked in the personnel building for what they called the
safety engineer. There were all ages working in Nobel, from right across Canada
actually.
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BOB MERCER
The main lab had about 100 chemists and technicians. My first couple of months were
on analyzing raw materials such as glycerin and various chemicals.
DON MACFIE
Being a cordite man - supposed to be blending and packing, which I hardly ever did.
They put me on the dingies that drew the little trains around.
JOHN MACFIE
I worked there for three months while I was waiting for my call into the air force in the
cordite, in the blending and packing. This huge plant was spread over hundreds of acres.
BOB MERCER
There's the main office building, there was the acid area, fire hall, hospital, personnel
office, time office, main gatehouse, power house, main lab, solvent recovery towers, 2024 drying stoves, maybe about 20 blending and packing buildings. I'm not sure how
many magazines; there must've been 7 or 8. Twin nitro-glycerin lines, the twin TNT
lines, the cordite lab, TNT lab, the double gun cotton line. And that's just a thumbnail
sketch of what had to be built.
MARION MCISACC
You would hardly realize there was a war going on because we were treated just like
kings and queens there. They had a men's staff house and a ladies. We came down to
lunch and breakfast and dinner. And we each had a room. They were cleaned and
looked after, we had a housemother. Because so many of us were young, she had to keep
an eye on us.
BOB MERCER
People who lived in Parry Sound, families and that, there was bus service.
ROLAND MCISAAC
I had 8 buses running. We had a schedule of three shifts. That kept me going all the
time. I was awake most of the 24 hours. Stuffed, you know, if you can imagine legs and
arms stickin' out of the buses that you see in cartoons, it was really funny.
MARION MCISACC
It was a good job. And a good life. We lived right there, right where the water was. We
had our own special beach. You were never without a boyfriend if you wanted one
because there was so many of them there. I met people from right across Canada that met
their husbands there.
ROLAND MCISAAC
I had a friend that invited me to a dance. He got me a blind date and, who's this girl that I
had been looking at, was with him, and first thing you know I was dancing with her all
night. So, yeah, that's how I met my wife.
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MARION MCISACC
And we got married the following year.
JOHN MACFIE
The cannon cordite, being hallow, made a rocket effect and it would just sail all around.
So you would sneak a little of that out in your pocket. If you were caught of course it
would be bad, bad trouble. Yeah, I did it maybe twice just to be able to say I did it.
DON MACFIE
You couldn't smoke, couldn't have a match. You had to wear rubber footwear. You had
to wear rubber gloves. And so I ended my work there because I was caught with a match
in my hip pocket on Christmas Night. The next day I went for my pay and they said, 'Oh
well, you're going to the air force anyway.' So I guess they knew all about me.
BOB MERCER
The buildings like the TNT were barricaded. The barricades would be in the form of a
‘U.’ So there would be one end where the building could blow out if there's a detonation.
DON MACFIE
November 18, 1940 was a nice day. Didn't do much work tonight. TNT blew up. The
crew I was with was supposed to be blending but there was no cordite out yet and we
were in the stove houses. And it was nice and warm in there because it was called a stove
house. And we were lying on the trays sleeping and about 10 o'clock I got the strangest
feeling and I jumped down off the trays and I saw the whole thing happen just like that.
And the air blast hit me and threw me right back against the trays again. But what I saw
was a tremendous blue flash. And then stuff started coming down all over the place,
plop, bang, crash! They had no idea what had happened and people were running this
way, that way, meeting each other in passing, but most of them were heading for the gate.
BOB MERCER
In 1943, I believe it was, about 12:30 noon hour; we smoked in those days, and used to
go out to the gatehouse for a cigarette. And on the way back in, we were halfway to our
office, and all of a sudden there was ‘puff, puff, puff’ and one of the ranges was
detonating. You could feel the heat, as we were several hundred yards away, and we
could still feel the heat and sadly there were five killed and 13 major injuries. It was a
sad day for us.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Despite these incidents, accidents at the DIL were rare thanks to a rigorous safety routine.
Operations at DIL were also efficient, perhaps too efficient.
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Chapter 15 – Industrial Downfall
Synopsis
When Depot Harbour burnt to the ground and the explosives plants shut their doors,
large-scale industrial endeavors in the Parry Sound area were nearly brought to an end.
The shutdown of the Orenda Engines test facility at Nobel would prove to be the death
knell of Parry Sound’s industrial age.
• Depot Harbour fire
• The decline of the Ottawa, Arnprior & Parry Sound Railway
• Avro Arrow & Orenda Engines
Chapter 15 Transcript
JOE BRUNATTI
Depot harbour, in 1939, was shut down. Everything left Depot Harbour for the war
effort. The boats went for merchant marines. Now in Nobel, they were producing more
cordite than they needed. So, they had to find a place to store it. And it was stored in
number one freight shed right to the hilt. And that's 800 feet by 100 feet by 16 feet high.
A lot of explosives were in there.
STEVEN DUFF
Well I remember it quite clearly. It was in August 1945. We got the news that morning
that Japan had surrendered - it was the end of World War II. We were at our cottage at
Pointe au Baril at the time and our parents went to a party on another island. So, it was
just myself and my sister.
SISTER DUFF
Steve Wake up!
YOUNG STEVEN DUFF
What?
SISTER DUFF
Come outside with me!
YOUNG STEVEN DUFF
Why?
SISTER DUFF
Just trust me!
YOUNG STEVEN DUFF
Okay fine.
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STEVEN DUFF
As I headed out the door it was very strange. It was as if there was a bright orange moon
and there were shadows. To the south you could see this huge glow. It looked like - we
thought the whole town of Parry Sound was burning up.
JOHN MACFIE
It was in a grain elevator that the fire started, that they were demolishing. There were
always whispers about - it must have been set because it would be easier to burn it down
than tear it down, pulling all those dam nails.
DAVE THOMAS
I was on the Main Street in Parry Sound that night and they're right when they say you
could read a newspaper. Once the fire started it burned the building and got into the
cordite. The cordite did not explode it just burned, fiercely. And that's what spread the
fire out throughout the elevators. There were rails on the railway that went like this, in an
'S' from heat. The next day there was a row of metal and nails four feet high where the
elevator was.
JOE BRUNATTI
People speculate why the fire started. There was a lot of speculation about it. Nobody
will ever have the final answer. But it doesn't really matter because Depot Harbour
wasn't going to survive after the war as well.
STEVEN DUFF
I think the first decline can be traced back to about 1924. The timber resources in
Algonquin Park were - they were exhausted. So there was a precipitous collapse in
timber shipments. There was a big trestle bridge between Cash Lake and Two Rivers out
in Algonquin Park. Then in 1933 there was a washout. The Canadian National, who
owned the line by this time, went to the government and said, ‘Look we need some help
here, we need to be able to fix this bridge.’ The government said ‘No, we're developing a
make work project for the Great Depression, we've got to put people to work. So, we are
going to build a road.’ So, the present day highway 60 was really the kiss of death to the
railway. But Depot Harbour survived until 1979 as a shipping point, but once the rail
operations ceased that was totally the end of the place and it's now a ghost town.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
After the end of the war, DIL was closed and the buildings torn down - most of them.
Some were given a new lease on life from an unexpected partner - A.V. Rowe.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
The Orenda Company was looking for a place to test various components of the engines,
and then the Iroquois engine, which was destined to power the Avro Arrow. The Arrow
was being designed and produced in Toronto, but they needed another facility.
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DENNIS BASKEY
When DIL had vacated there was a big powerhouse there that had large compressors and
coal fired furnaces there. All the things that they needed to do the testing were there.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
A test cell itself is just a giant concrete structure, very thick walls, just like a bunker
almost. And within those walls then, they were able to sort of control the atmosphere so
that they can measure all the things that need to measure when they were doing their
testing. So they were testing capacity, testing power, testing to make sure all their parts
fit together.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
At its peak in the late 1950s, Orenda Nobel employed about 200 people. Many of them
highly trained specialists introduced to the Parry Sound area for the first time. With
Iroquois jet engines, the Arrow was anticipated to set a world speed and altitude record.
DENNIS BASKEY
We went to work on Black Friday, or February the 20th, thinking we had a full time job
forever. And it was on the noon news that the contract had been cancelled. And we
would be released at 4:15 that afternoon.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
The plant was shut down, literally in a day. And a lot of the engineers had come here
from England, from Europe. They were immediately out of work. Literally that day
people would pull their kids out of school and left the country again to go work on other
projects. It was quite devastating for the community. And the facilities were literally
abandoned.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
The CIL plant across the road would survive in a limited capacity for another 25 years. A
series of strikes in the late 70s and early 80s, combined with declining explosives sales
lead to the closing of the nitroglycerine operations in 1983. And by the end of 1985 the
plant was closed completely. But perhaps by 1985, chemical manufacturing might have
seemed a bit of out place in Parry Sound anyway because by this time, Georgian Bay had
become one of the premiere tourist destinations in North America. How did this happen?
Well, as the first nations people had known for millennia, there was just something
special about the bay.
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Activities for Chapters 12-15
Nobel
1. Thousands of people worked at Nobel during its hey day. Students will create an
identity for themselves as a worker at one of the explosives plants. Students will
write a letter to a friend back home discussing life at Nobel. They should include
a description of their job in the letter.
2. Create a community on Facebook or a blogging site: Each student will choose to
take on the identity of various peoples of Nobel– explosive plants workers, arm
recruiters, bus drivers, workers of the various ethnic origins, family members of
these families, merchants, etc. Students would then discuss various issues that
may come up:
a. Economic disparity between ethnic groups
b. Dangers of the job
c. Loneliness,
d. Social activities, clubs, dances etc.
e. Roles of the women
o This exercise would also work for the town of Depot Harbour
Each student would be required to make a certain number of entries on a specified
number of issues or to a number of participants. Students could also make a chart with
the names of the sports teams associated with each company and their game schedule.
Conversations would invariably develop around the competition of these teams.
3. Write a screen play based on one of the Nobel ‘boom’ periods. With young
people from all over the country working at Nobel, there was sure to be some
drama. Students may use a specific incident at Nobel (taken from the film), or
create a plausible story from the historical facts. Be sure to include a detailed
description of the location for each scene.
4. World War II was an emancipation period for women. Research further the roles
played by women in the workforce during this period. When the war was over,
what was the outcome for working women? How did access to the workplace
change the place of women in society? Did this have a resounding effect?

Francis Pegahmagabow
1. Research further the contribution of First Nations people in a conflict of your
choosing (the War of 1812, WWI, WWII, etc.). Did soldiers on the front treat the
Natives differently than when at home? How did the enemy regard Natives?
How were Natives treated once they returned home?

Depot Harbour Fire
1. Throughout history there have been many great fires that reshaped the landscapes
that they scorched (the Great Chicago Fire, the Great Fire of London, the Great
Toronto Fire, etc – for a list visit Wikipedia and search ‘List of Historic Fires’http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_historic_fires ). Research further one of the
world’s great fires.
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2. Review Fire Safety Rules – Older students can help younger students learn more
about fire safety. Have the older students pair up, or work in groups to create a
skit about fire safety and perform it for the younger kids.
3. Re-create the Depot Harbour fire using a flip book. A flip book is a small book
with blank pages. Students draw a series of diagrams that depict the movement of
an object or person in proper sequence. When the student then fans the pages, the
drawing appears to move. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flip_book
4. How would the Parry Sound are be different today if Depot Harbour was still an
active shipping port? Re-imagine Parry Sound as an industrial shipping town.

Avro Arrow
1. When the Avro Arrow project was suspended, the order was given to demolish all
of the planes. However, a legend persists that one Arrow remains – hidden in a
barn. Have students create a comic strip that imagines the story of the mysterious
lost Arrow. How did it escape the scrap yard? Is it possible that one still exists?
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Chapters 16-20: Tourism, Cottage Industries & A Rattlesnake
Chapter 16 – The Welcoming Bay
Synopsis
As industries have come and gone in the Parry Sound District, the one constant economic
driver has been tourism. Even when the lumber barons were logging out the interior,
they found time to cottage amidst the islands with their families.
• The early development of tourism
• The Belvedere Hotel, the Rose Point Hotel, & the Ojibway Hotel
• The role of First Nations peoples in tourism
• Cottaging
• Boat building
Chapter 16 Transcript
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
As Depot declined and then literally went up in smoke, as the importance of Nobel
diminished over the years, all sort of things had come and gone over the years. Really
the only constant has been tourism.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
In most places, tourism, recreation, cottaging, is viewed as a second life for places that
have been exhausted by industrial use. In the Georgian Bay what's interesting is that
there's recreational use in the Bay by the 1870’s, which is about the same time that the
mills start to really get underway. And you have to ask yourself why that is? Well, in
part because the logging quality of the bay isn't so great. They're more active in the
interior, whereas the islands where the cottagers were interested in, are very picturesque
and they are very appropriate to that kind of summer escape.
JOHN MACFIE
This was in the days before air conditioning and the waters of the Bay are a great air
coolant. So it was fashionable for people who could afford it.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
So a lot of the first cottages in places like Cognashene, were actually owned by lumber
barons and mill owners who had their mills operating in places like Midland or Musquash
and also bought an island for their families a few miles away so that they could go out
and have an escape in nature while their mills are chewing up the trees a few miles back
on the shore. It's contradictory, but it's how Canadians tend to think about nature.
ADRIAN HAYS
Actually William Beatty was kind of interesting in that he started the first hotel in Parry
Sound, strictly for tourism. In 1881 the Belvedere Hotel opened and it was a summer
ADRIAN HAYS (CONT’D)
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hotel only. I think the Belvedere Hotel, like the hotels that started in Muskoka; they
attracted a lot of Americans.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Important Americans. Like President Theodore Roosevelt who stayed at the nearby Rose
Point Hotel in 1908. It was Booth’s railway to Depot Harbour, which prompted the
construction of the Rose Point Hotel near the bridge to Wasauksing.
MARIE ANDERSON-PEGAHMAGABOW
When I was young my mother worked at the Laundromat in Rose Point Hotel. And I
remember going to work with her - I used to fold the towels, fold the sheets for her. I
was nine years old at that time. And I also got paid. When she got her paycheck, I had a
cheque too, for $9.
STEVEN DUFF
One of the pioneer enterprises was the Ojibway Hotel, which opened in 1906. And that
was even before you could get to Pointe au Baril by train. It was founded by a gentlemen
named Hamilton Davis, who was actually from Rochester New York, but he fell in love
with the area and wanted to create some sort of resort for people. It was a pretty high-end
place. Only ladies and gentlemen need to apply kind of thing. And for the staff he relied
very heavily on the local native population. The fishing was fabulous. And so he'd get
these city folk coming up with all their fishing equipment and then they'd take off in
groups in a boat with an Indian guide.
MARIE ANDERSON-PEGAHMAGABOW
I could remember along the lakeshore there, we'd be walking to work, along the
lakeshore there was a whole bunch of benches. All the native guys would be sitting there
in a row. The owner of the hotel would come down and say, ‘Party of four, party of
eight,’ and the boy would jump up - whoever wanted that party. You know very seldom,
one of these men would go back home, they were all taken.
JOHN BEAUCAGE
They would pay us good money to get out there and you'd get tips and so on - so they did
quite well. I see that as being a part of our history, but then in my mind, that's looking
like a two-class system as well as being you have the master and you have the servant.
And that does not create an economy.
JOHN MACFIE
Those were the days of the big resort hotels and that gradually morphed in to the summer
cottage situation that we have today.
STEVEN DUFF
My grandfather, who was a professor of classical studies, emigrated from Scotland to
Canada in 1910 to take a position at the university of Toronto. And he had always spent
his summer holidays in an area of Scotland called the Firth of Clyde. When he moved to
STEVEN DUFF (CONT’D)
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Toronto he found out about this cottage thing that a few adventurous souls were
attempting. They had a look at Muskoka and Muskoka was pretty nice, but they went
looking around and ended up at Pointe au Baril. And my grandfather said, ‘This is so
much like the Clyde,’ he said, ‘I think this is where we're going to settle.’ Which he did he had a cottage built in 1914.
DORIS MUCKENHEIM
By the ‘20's it was quite well established and a lot of people at that point would spend the
whole summer here. And if not the whole family, at least the wife and the kids and dad
might stay down in the city and do what he needs to do and then come up on the
weekends if possible.
STEVEN DUFF
So when father finished his businesses at his office at 5 o’clock, or whatever, he'd take
his bag down to Union Station get on the train, on a sleeping car that was cut off at Pointe
au Baril, left on the siding. So, you could sleep in a little bit, get dressed go down to the
wharf, get the boat out to your cottage. Come back Sunday evening and the sleeper was
waiting there for. You’d climb aboard. the south bound train would pick it up in the
middle of the night, you could be back at your office bright and early the next morning.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Early tourism wasn’t limited to the Bay. Visitors, especially sportsmen, were also
interested in the lakes and streams of the interior. Land that the farmers were more than
happy to sell.
JOHN MACFIE
The first recreationists to come in here were fishermen, anglers. Followed closely by
hunters. They discovered the Muskokas. And it came on up into Parry Sound district,
especially because there was a railway to Burk's falls on the Magnetawan River. Lakes
Cecebe and Ahmic blossomed, and they worked their way downstream to Wahwashkesh
and then gradually into the smaller lakes. But the fact that the settlers had claimed these
lands and patented them, and took them out of crown ownership opened up thousands
and thousands of miles of private land around the lakes.
CLIFF CROSSWELL
In the 1890's, there was some very rich people moved in here and they built big cottages.
They were from Pittsburgh most of them. Crosswell Brothers, my uncles, started
building boats here, about in the 1890's. They shipped them out by steamboat to Burk's
Falls and then the railroad took them. And their first boats were single cylinder motor's
set in the center and you sat around it with benches. They were easy to start and widely
used. And rowboats they built by the hundreds.

Chapter 17 – Into the Wilderness
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Synopsis
After World War I, the quest to define the Canadian identity turned towards the past and
prompted Canadians to follow the routes of the European explorers, ‘into the wilderness.’
• Camp Franklin
• Group of Seven
• Highway 69
• Killbear Provincial Park
Chapter 17 Transcript
NARRATOR (V.O.)
How did all these people find out about Georgian Bay and the inland waterways in the
first place? Who was promoting the region and how was it being promoted? Well, the
first people to promote the region in a big way were the Railways, such as the CPR. And
they would often market the Georgian Bay as a “wilderness” alternative to Muskoka’s
more refined, gentler experience of nature.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
The Georgian Bay Association erected a series of large stone crosses all the way down
the bay, from the French River to Huronia, or to Midland. And that's part of this
nationalism of the post war period that - what's distinctive to us? Well it's this new world
environment; it's this new world wilderness. So who are our heroes? Our heroes are
those men who ventured into the wilderness and sort of discovered it for us and whose
footsteps we now follow as cottagers or as campers. Certainly the first generation of
youth camps in northern Ontario does date to the 1910's and 1920's. That's part a
reaction against the First World War. A need for a young, healthy, outdoorsy, Canadian
nation and also a return to wilderness in a natural wilderness setting as part of a rejection
of the devastation of the First World War.
DON CHRISTIE
My grandfather, on Franklin Island, built a cottage, a summer home there. My father
decided to start a summer camp for boys up at his father's cottage. That would be in
about 1925.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
Back to nature and youth camping was seen as an antidote to both physical degeneracy,
but also moral degeneracy. You're not going to get into a lot of trouble with girls or
smoking if you are in a boys camp surrounded by healthy things like canoes and fishing
rods.
DON CHRISTIE
He decided the one-month to have a boys camp and alternate months a girl's camp and
that was successful. Then about 1927, I think or '28, they formed Camp Franklin for
young people.
DON CHRISTIE (CONT’D)
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There were two tennis courts, two volleyball courts and a badminton court. Then there
was canoe trips and they were teaching canoeing. And there was also a stable with
horses. When I was in my teens I was the stable boy and working with the horses. I had
a hard time making out with the girls because I stunk of horses, they'd make me sit down,
off by myself down wind. Pointe au Baril cottagers association at Pointe au Baril used to
have an annual regatta and also in Parry Sound. But after a couple of years the Franklin
people were banned from it because they were taking all the prizes.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
If any of the Toronto youth who attended Camp Franklin in the mid 1920s went to visit
the National Gallery of Canada, they would have been presented with a lot of artwork,
which to them might have seemed eerily familiar.
CLAIRE CAMPBELL
The group of seven had an absolutely central role in publicizing the Georgian Bay to the
national and international audience. Tom Thompson grew up in the south shore of the
bay, near Owen Sound. But he came to work in Toronto in the commercial art world
along with the other future members of the group of seven.
We tend to think of Algonquin Park as being the birthplace of the group. They were
actually painting the Georgian Bay, which was arguably a more intact wilderness, before
they were painting Algonquin Park. And so here is a landscape that appears untouched
by the kind of moral degradation that caused World War I. That was beautiful and
strengthening and almost impervious to the passage of time. Very difficult to find a better
symbol for that kind of new Canadian national identity. So not only did it suit their
artistic agenda, it suited what they and what other nationalists in Canada wanted to
convey about the essence of Canada.
So, no one immediately set up an art gallery in Parry Sound and said, ‘Come see the
birthplace of Canadian art.’ Because they were trying to make it as universal as possible
to the country, not as localized as possible.

Chapter 18 – Cottage Industries
Synopsis
The influx of cottagers and tourists proved to be an economic boon for local builders,
marinas and anyone else who could get in on the action. New modes of transportation
evolved to help both locals and cottagers get around in the winter months.
• Tourism industries
• Scoots

Chapter 18 Transcript
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
The 1950s would greatly accelerate the region’s growth as a summer destination. After
World War II, increased wages along with longer vacations meant that more people could
hop in their automobile and escape Toronto, Hamilton or London for Ontario’s north.
Luckily, the road from Gravenhurst to Parry Sound was upgraded to allow for ‘all
weather traffic’ in 1930. The road was extended as part of a make-work program during
the Depression and reached Byng Inlet on November 6th, 1939. By this time it was
known as highway 69.
KENTON OTTERBEIN
The government realized that they needed to provide recreational opportunities for
people. And so, in the late fifties they were looking around trying to find places to build
parks and places like the Pinery, and Sandbanks, and Bon Echo, and Killbear, and
Grundy were all established right around the same time frame. They basically were
looking for areas where they could put people from greater Toronto area and have a
camping experience. And one of the local lands and forests people recommended
Killbear, knew it was a big piece of land that had not yet been developed. And actually
new people had just bought the peninsula and they had plans to build a marina and golf
course and 800 cottages. And so, the government actually went in and expropriated the
land from this family. And so the park opened in 1960. At the time they just wanted to
have as many campsites as possible. Actually they over developed the park, they put in
too many campsites.
DON CHRISTIE
Well there was a big trend right after war; lands and forests put property up for sale. And
a lot of people were fed up with the Muskoka, being crowded and so they came looking
for crown land. And I would take them out and show them different properties and in
turn they got me to build the cottage too. We were involved in well over a hundred.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
The influx of cottages allowed a new generation of versatile Parry Sounders to survive on
the bay.
GERRY EVOY
Well my mom and dad, they bought an island out in Pointe au Baril and I followed them
up in the following spring. Helped build a place and worked around there and then
branched out before I got into the marina. My dad and brother and I took it over in 1949.
All these cottages basically had one modern boat for the era, but they were slow and
they’d parked their cars, and we operated a taxi service and freight service. We hauled
out lumber and building materials and groceries to the stores. In fact we advertised 24hour service and people would get me up in the middle of the night. The fisheries out at
the point, they all had big icehouses, and then a lot of the cottages had their own little
icehouses. And I'd done a lot of that.
AIMÉ DION
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Well freeze-up was certainly a big concern because it put a stop to a lot of the activities.
You couldn't get around again for a long period of time, so you had to be prepared. In
our area, my uncle Malcolm was credited with building the first scoot and that would be
in the early 1930's. It actually preformed quite well, right out of the chute. The trick of
course was being able to go off the ice into the water and back out onto the ice on the
other side, safely. People worked on that idea, modified it, and everyone added their own
detail to it. And this is the result of what's happened.
So the earlier scoots when they started them they didn't have electric starts on them so
they started them by cranking the prop. And the trick was to get your fingers out of the
way in time. But this one fortunately is equipped with electric start. So it makes it a little
easier to do.
There were quite a few of them that, for a while, had no prop guards and that would be
dangerous. I think there were a couple of serious accidents in that time with people
walking into props. By the 1950's and '60's, there were a lot scoots, virtually every
family on the bay had them. So on any event that would be going on during the winter,
say when we'd get together for Christmas, there would be 20 or 30 scoots in the front
yard. Even the smaller ones on good conditions will go 60, probably 70 miles an hour.
Certainly to anybody living on the Bay, the scoot is an icon. They take some pride in it.
They see it as their creation.
Chapter 19 – Industrial Relics
Synopsis
As the economies surrounding the Bay become focused on its tourism potential, the
remnants of the area’s industrial past remain to be dealt with.
• Oil spill in Parry Sound
• Nobel industries decommissioned
• Depot Harbour clean up
Chapter 19 Transcript
STEPHEN WOHLEBER
In 1960 or '61, the province of Ontario froze the sale of crown land. So up until that
time, anyone could pretty well go out on the bay wherever they would want, pick an
island or a piece of shoreline or mainland and you paid 35 cents a shoreline foot and a
dollar an acre.
We have to remember Britt was industrial. It was dirty; it was filthy when you think
about it. When the mill was here, the sawmill, they were burning this wood material 24
hours a day. So you always had smoke and soot in the air. When the coaling facility was
here, it wasn't so matter of much of burning coal, but the dust. When you're unloading
that many millions of tons of coal on a continual basis for 48 years. So a lot of issues in
STEPHEN WOHLEBER (CONT’D)
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that regard that would really tend to keep tourists or vacationers away. In one way, it
might have been a blessing because it's one of the few areas left on Georgian Bay, where
you can really publicly access, not only untouched, but public shoreline.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Britt isn’t the only part of the Bay that has to grapple with the legacy of an industrial past.
ADRIAN HAYS
They started putting oil tanks in Parry Sound in the 1920's and they just started
multiplying. Like you know, one after another, more and more, and people did object to
it because it hurt their property values. But of course council didn't look at it that way,
they looked at this as being revenue, you know, tax money.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
By the early 1950s, the oil tank farm had a capacity of over 20 million gallons, ready to
be shipped by tanker and train to points north. On September 17th, 1950 a tank holding 2
118 000 gallons of oil spilled its contents into the bay when a sewer pipe under the tank
caved in. At first the oil stayed close to the mouth of the Seguin River, but when the
wind changed, a makeshift boom built to contain the oil broke, sending the oil out into
the sound. Officials for Imperial Oil were unsure at first how to launch a cleanup and
even tried using a flame-thrower to burn excess oil off of the shoreline.
STEWART KING
Well Parry Island, being an island, has quite an extensive shoreline. And of course the
oil washed up on our beaches. When they did the clean up, we were told that the folks
really weren't too sure how to do it. So they put sand on top of the oil in the water and
sank the oil on the bottom of the Bay.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
By September of the following year, more than 300 people were involved in the cleanup
of almost 100 beaches and 28 islands. Huge cement dikes were constructed around the
remaining tanks. Some of the oil even made its way to the beaches of Nobel. There, at
about the same time, CIL was busy trying to dismantle and remediate the huge wartime
explosives complex, Defence Industries Limited, and then, eventually, the CIL facilities
themselves.
GORDON MCINTYRE
There's a standard procedure for disposing of explosives buildings and that's to burn
them. So, this was my job at that point, to burn all the nitroglycerin buildings, the
cartridging buildings, etcetera. Any place where there's liquid nitroglycerin being
handled there's always the possibility of some getting out into the water table, or
wherever. So, the way to clean that up is to detonate it. We didn't have any indication of
any detonation other than the quarter stick of dynamite that we were shooting.
JOHN MACFIE
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Now, if you're driving North past the village of Nobel on highway 69, you look across
what is now a beaver pond because those little rail lines were built up. Well beaver came
in and found that that was a good place to just dam up the little bit where water was
running out and they had a ready made pond. And it's a huge beaver pond now where all
those buildings were - one of which I worked in for three months in my DIL days.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Unfortunately for Depot Harbour, their are no standard procedures for cleaning up cordite
that has been submerged for over 50 years.
STEWART KING
In the sixties, early sixties my friends and I used to dive in the old harbour by the sheds
for cordite. And it wouldn't be down that deep, probably around about ten feet. We'd get
the straw cordite and we'd seal off one end with fire, light the other and it would just take
off like a rocket.
JOHN BEAUCAGE
After everybody left the responsibility for it got shifted around to many government
departments. At first it was Department of National Defence, then it went to Department
of Oceans and Fisheries and then it was CN Rail that had it. And we tried to bring in all
of the people, all of the departments that had some kind of history with Depot Harbour
and they refused to come to this kind of a meeting. Nobody would take ownership.
Nobody would take responsibility. And thus there are still contaminants in the harbour.
The cordite - if you went down and brought it up, it would still catch on fire and burn
very brightly and very hot. So when we talked to an engineer about how you would clean
that up, he was very concerned because they would have to develop some new kind of
machinery that wouldn't get hot and wouldn't spark. And when we first made the deal,
which occurred probably about 20, 25 years ago, to allow the land to come back to the
First Nation, the Federal Government set aside about 250 000 dollars for cleanup. That
won't even pay for the engineers to plan on how to clean it up. So it has been held in
abeyance basically because we still have no idea how we can clean up that harbour.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
Thankfully, like the reflections in the water on a calm summers day, there are two sides
to this story.
CHRIS PARENT
The Massasauga Rattlesnake is the only rattlesnake that we have in Ontario. It's
venomous, so it does have venom glands and fangs. It has heat sensitive pits at the end of
its nose and of course it has a rattle at the end of its tail. Ontario really has the largest
remaining populations of this species in the world. So what we have in Ontario is
probably the last, best hope of maintaining the Eastern Massasauga Rattlesnake on the
planet.
CHRIS PARENT (CONT’D)
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My work in the Parry Sound area was centered in Killbear Provincial Park. Certainly
when the park first opened, the snakes that were encountered, either by park staff or park
visitors, were almost invariably killed. Later on in the late '60's and into the '70's the
approach became, if one is encountered on a campsite let's capture the snake and relocate
it. When I started working at the park in 1990, at that point there was still very little
known about Eastern Massasauga Rattlesnakes. The program that I began in Killbear
Provincial Park was based on efforts to actually understand the movement patterns of the
snake and the habitat use of the snake.
Early on we recognized that one of the factors resulting in the Massasauga's decline was
road mortality. Massasauga rattlesnakes do travel extensive distances over the summer.
And very quickly we recognized that most of that road mortality was happening on two
small stretches of park road. So, in response to that we put up four 'Please brake for
snakes' signs. We put the symbol on t-shirts, we put the symbol on coffee cups, and
suddenly now we had thousands of people showing off the 'please brake for snakes' sign
and helping us to spread our message to people who had never even been to Killbear
Provincial Park before. Another format we used was, was eco-tourism. If you can say,
'Hey, during my vacation I helped capture an Eastern Massasauga Rattlesnake, and I held
it while someone took a blood sample for genetic research,' that's not a story that many
people are likely going to be able to top.
For many years people didn't even want to mention that there were rattlesnakes in
Killbear Provincial Park because they were afraid that it would scare visitors away. By
the end of the program at Killbear Provincial Park we were at the point where we had
people coming to Killbear Provincial Park specifically to see Eastern Massasauga
Rattlesnakes.
If you can convince people that they should be able to live and let live with a venomous
snake then it should be much easier to convince them to help protect other species. So
Massasauga Rattlesnakes really are I think the litmus test for how willing people are
prepared to go to help protect endangered species. And if you can be successful with
Massasauga Rattlesnakes you can be successful with anything else.

Chapter 20 – Ineffable Loveliness
Synopsis
The unique beauty of the Georgian Bay has attracted people for thousands of years to its
shores and now the people of Parry Sound strive to protect this precious resource.
• Massasauga Rattlesnake
• Georgian Bay Biosphere Reserve
• Credits

Chapter 20 Transcript
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
In 2004, lead by the Georgian Bay Association, the 30 000 islands region was officially
designated by the United Nations Scientific, Cultural and Educational Organization as a
Biosphere Reserve. One of only 13 in Canada.
PATRICK NORTHEY
The beauty of the biosphere reserve is that it encourages sustainable, responsible
economic development. And it encourages also those people that are making their living
from the area to be its greatest protectors. When you get down to it, when you finally say
to somebody, an aboriginal, 'Well, what's the Georgian Bay mean to you?' 'Well, it gets
me right here, we've got a spiritual attachment that goes back thousands of years.' You
say it to some cottagers like me, and my grandmother talked about a Georgian Bay
feeling, an emotional attachment to the Bay. The boaters say, ‘You don't think we don't
have the same feeling about the bay? Well yes, we do.' 'Well,' I said, 'if you have the
same feeling, you'd better join us in protecting it.' 'Absolutely we'll be there.'
STEVEN DUFF
Scientifically and geologically we are sitting on the oldest rock formation in the world.
In a sense, you could say that the creation started here on Georgian Bay. When I'm out in
my sailboat and going up the Bay, you get into a lot of places where you'd never know
anybody had ever been there before. There’s absolutely no trace of mankind. The
natives refer to god as the Great Spirit and that's how I think of it. It goes beyond
churches; it goes beyond saints, all that kind of thing. It's so huge and all encompassing.
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Activities for Chapters 16 - 20
Tourism
1. With the advent of tourism in Parry Sound, increasingly important people were
coming to the area, including President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Choose an important
figure from Parry Sound’s past (they do not necessarily have to be from Parry Sound,
but should have influenced Parry Sound’s development in some way). Figures can be
selected from the video or from another source. The students should research their
chosen figure and then take on the persona of that figure in a presentation in front of
the class, providing information and holding the class’s attention.
a. A ‘cocktail reception’ for the homecoming of all of Parry Sound’s best
and brightest is another possibility for this event.
2. Develop a 5 year-plan for the district or town of Parry Sound. What kinds of things
does the town need to do to grow & sustain itself economically? What infrastructure
should be put in place to accomplish this?
3. Think of Parry Sound through a ‘tourism lens.’ Why would tourists want to come to
Parry Sound? What would they do once there?
a. Plan an ad campaign to get tourists to Parry Sound.
b. Offer a travel package for the Parry Sound tourist. Plan their itinerary.
c. Use Google Maps to map out an itinerary.
d. Write a travel brochure for Parry Sound.
e. Film a commercial to bring in tourists to the area.
f. Write a poem about the area.
g. Write a song about the area.

A National Identity – The Group of Seven
And so here is a landscape that appears untouched by the kind of moral
degradation that caused World War I. That was beautiful and
strengthening and almost impervious to the passage of time. Very difficult
to find a better symbol for that kind of new Canadian national identity. So
not only did it suit their artistic agenda, it suited what they and what other
nationalists in Canada wanted to convey about the essence of Canada.
So, no one immediately set up an art gallery in Parry Sound and said,
‘Come see the birthplace of Canadian art.’ Because they were trying to
make it as universal as possible to the country, not as localized as
possible.
- Dr. Claire Campbell, Chapter 17
1. Create an artwork in the style of a Group of Seven work. You can idealize
your scene, or choose to make the content more realistic. Oil pastels or
acrylic paints are a good alternative to oil paints if they are not available.
2. In Dr. Campbell’s opinion, the Group of Seven were trying to make their
work as ‘universal as possible.’ Imagine what a Parry Sound style would
look like. Develop a piece in the style of your imagined Parry Sound
vernacular.
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Cottage Industries & Scoots
1. With the current economic situation, auto manufacturers are finding themselves at
a defining moment in history. A little innovation, similar to that used to design
‘the scoot,’ could take these manufacturers a long way. In groups, students will
design their own vehicle to solve a transportation issue of their choosing.

Industrial Remnants
1. If you were living in the Parry Sound District, design a campaign that would call
people to action to repair the environmental damage that has occurred over the
years due to shipping, oil tanks, lumbering, etc.
2. Who do you think should be responsible for cleaning up Depot Harbour? J.R.
Booth’s Estate? The CNR? The Government? Wasauksing First Nation?

Killbear Park, the Massasauga Rattlesnake, & the Biosphere Reserve
1. Create an archival tourism poster or brochure in the style of the 1950’s,
encouraging tourists to head to one of Ontario’s new Provincial Parks.
2. Research another threatened or endangered species and design a sign or logo to
aid in the protection of that species (i.e. Please Brake for Snakes).
3. What is a UNESCO Biosphere reserve? Have students select a biosphere of their
choice (they are located throughout the world) and research the reserve and its
context further. What is significant of their specific biosphere reserve? Discuss
the country in which it is found.
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Film Credits
Project Partners
• Anna Marie & Perry Harris
• Corporation of the Township of McKellar
• Downtown Parry Sound Business Association
• Georgian Bay Airways
• L.U. Maughan Company
• Municipality of McDougall
• Municipality of Whitestone
• Parry Sound Area Chamber of Commerce
• Seguin Township
• Spirit of the Sound
• Town of Parry Sound
• Township of Archipelago
• Township of Carling
• West Parry Sound District Museum
Project Supporters
• Parry Sound Public Library
• Parry Sound Area Community Business and Development Centre Inc.
• Retired West Parry Sound Teachers Association
• William Beatty Company Limited
Director, Cinematographer, & Editor - Zachary Melnick
Producer, Maps, Animation, & Graphics -Yvonne Drebert
Re-Enactment Director - Drew Lint
Research & Writing – Bill Darfler, Zachary Melnick, & Yvonne Drebert
Sound Recordist & Sound Mix - Kyle Melnick
Original Score by Brian Schneberk
Original Music by Ian Bell
Theme Music by Simon Wood
Assistant Editor & Accounting - Amanda Melnick
Costumes and Props – Yvonne Drebert, Amanda Melnick, & Diana Player
Historical Costume Consultants – Diana Player & George N. Wells
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Historical Costume Seamstress – Wendy Melnick
Community Fundraiser – Perry Harris
Interview Subjects
• Bill Allen – Cultural Heritage Researcher
• Marion Anderson – Ojibway Nation, Caribou Clan, Daughter of Francis
Pegahmagabow
• Dennis Baskey – Former Orenda Engines Employee
• James Beatty – Descendant of William Beatty
• John (Eeyawbai) Beaucage – Grand Council Chief, Anishinabek Nation, Bear
Clan
• Joe Brunatti – Born & Raised in Depot Harbour
• Carol Cascanette – Carling Township Resident, Friends of Killbear Volunteer
• Dr. Claire Campbell – Author of ‘Shaped by the West Wind: Nature & History in
Georgian Bay
• Clifford Croswell – Former Croswell Brothers Employee
• Don Christie – Former Employee at Camp Franklin
• Aimé Dion – Scoot Enthusiast
• Steven Duff – Chair, Friends of the West Parry Sound Museum & Author
• Jerry Evoy – Former Owner of Evoy’s Marina, Point au Baril
• Charles W. Gibson – Descendant of David Gibson
• Perry Harris – Descendent of Free Land Grant Farmers
• Adrian Hayes – Author of ‘Pegahmagabow: Legendary Warrior Forgotten Hero’
& ‘Parry Sound: Gateway to Northern Ontario’
• Fred Holmes – Author of ‘The History of Byng Inlet and Its Shoreline
Communities’
• Jack Kennedy – Retired District Manager Parry Sound Base, Canadian Coast
Guard
• Stewart (Zhengos) King – Wasuaksing - Migizi Clan, Boodwehwaadmii Nation,
Three Fires Confederacy
• Don Macfie – Former DIL Employee, RCAF Veteran, Dunchurch Farmer
• John Macfie – Historian & Author of ‘Up the Great North Road; The Story of an
Ontario Colonization Road’
• Gordon McIntyre – Local Manager of I.C.I property, (formerly C.I.L.) Nobel, On.
• Emmaline Madigan – Curator Pointe au Baril Lighthouse Museum
• Bob Mercer – Chemist & Former DIL Technical Supervisor
• Eric McIntyre – Georgian Bay Maritime Historian
• Marion McIsaac – Former Stenographer – Defense Industries Limited
• Roland McIsaac – Former Bus Company Operator
• Doris Muckenheim – Parry Sound Historian
• Patrick Northey – President Georgian Bay Biosphere Reserve Incorporated
• Kenton Otterbein – Head Naturalist, Killbear Provincial Park
• Chris Parent – Species at Risk Biologist
• Glen Parr – Commercial Fisherman
• Dave Thomas – Parry Sound Historian
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•
•
•
•

Patrick Walsh – Former Superintendent of Killbear Provincial Park
Evelyn Watkins-Moore – Historian and Author of ‘McKellar Memories’
Stephen Wohleber – Britt/ Byng Inlet Historian
Marry Jane Zissoff – Retired Lighthouse Keeper

Re-Enactment Cast (In Order of Appearance)
• Nathaniel Little – Brandon Christian
• Nathaniel’s Father – Jeff Beitz
• Nathaniel’s Grand Father – John Macfie
• Lumberjacks – Robert Ryckman, Mike Halinaty
• Dr. François Gendron – Daniel Robillard
• Claude Pijart (Jesuit) – Yvon Courchesne
• Anishinabek Elder – Jimmy Fox
• Young Anishinabek Man– Rob Fox
• Post Glacial Tool Maker – Levi Aguonie
• First Nations Peoples: The British Native Allies – Lynda Balena, One Feather
Arsenault, John Roloson, Adam Roloson, Zeke De Jonckheere, Debbie Clymer,
Cedar Heart, Soange taha (Stuart) Engler, Patrick Doyle, Kim Lundberg, David
Lundberg, Jason McGowan, Allen Summerhayes, Nancy Jensen, Wolf Thomas,
Philip Bélanger
• Anishinabek Singer – Lila Tubobondung (Waubenopitchikwe)
• Native Fishing Guide – Bert Summerhayes (Raven)
• Fishermen – Henri Lagrandeur & Laurier J. Carrey
• William Robinson – Thomas Stewart
• Huron Treaty Spectators – Ron Morrison, James Draper, Dale Brown
• Anna Jamieson – Jessica Poper
• Samuel Peters Jarvis – Keith Crigger
• Jamieson’s Anishinabek Guides – Jimmy Fox & Rob Fox
• Captain Bayfield – Travis Warlow
• David Gibson – George N. Wells
• Rebel Guard – Jeffery Brown
• Prisoners – Lee Player & Lyle Haves
• Fleeing Rebels – Benjamin Brown, Justin Johnson, & Jonathan Herb
• John Rolph – Jon Herb
• William Lyon MacKenzie – Robert Tordiff
• Gibson Brothers – Josh Ryckman & Drew Lint
• Sailors – Thomas Hurlbut & Jim Reilly
• William Beatty Jr. – Keith Saulnier
• Robert Buchanan – Ron Steele
• Pearl Buchanan – Laura McNabb
• Frank Ferris – Kent Banting
• Waubuno Dreamer – Elizabeth Buchanan
• Henry (Dreamer’s Husband) – Alex Carter
• Campground Meeting Attendees: Alison Land, Ashlyn Simpson, Bonnie BrownFisher, Brendon Gray, Brett Walker, Cosette Shipman, Diana Player, Harmony
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•
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•
•
•
•

Rice, Jamie Monastyrski, J.P Borchardt, Kate Paulter, Keith Gardner, Kim
Walker, Kotryna Beaucage, Michael Walker, Nadia-Bay Rice, Nicole Heikoop,
Nicole Purdy, Vickie Heikoop, Jessie Ryckman, Peter Melnick Robert Ryckman,
Taylor Clark, Wendy Melnick
Violin Instructor: Terry Little
Young Violinists: Colleen Bradley, Emma Little, & Laura Little
Freight Stackers – Glen Hodgson, Terry Welling, & Ronald Bocox
Chocolate Thieves – Keith Pettinger, Nadia-Bay Rice, & Georgia Beitz
Young Steve Duff – Michael Walker
Steve’s Sister (Dierdre) – Katie Walker
Tom Thompson Imitator – Andrew Ryeland
1920’s Swimmers – Ryan Ongaro, Drew Lint, Jessie-Lynn Neely, Mandy
Melnick & Yvonne Drebert
Mrs. Beatty – Susan Walker

Voice Overs
• Anna Jamieson – Jessica Poper
• Female Voice Overs (other) – Maggie Chartland
• Male Voice Overs (other) – Jeff Teravainen
Historical Re-Enactment Boats Courtesy of:
• Birch Bark Canoe (Small) – (Trapper) Bob Atkinson
• Birch Bark Canoe (Large) – Assiginack Museum, Manitoulin Island
• Birch Bark Kayak - Bruce Peninsula National Park & Fathom Five National
Marine Park
• Cedar Strip Canoe – Francine Albrough
• Cutter: Dawn Star- crewed by Thomas Hurlbut & Jim Reilly of the Lake Simcoe
Squadron
Special Thanks to Our Shooting Locations:
• City of Greater Sudbury - High Falls, Onaping
• Nickel District Conservation Authority - Lake Laurentian Conservation Area
• Muskoka Heritage Place - Teri Souter, Sara White, & Ron Gostlin
• The Renick Cottage – Woods Bay
• Wasauksing First Nation Pow Wow Grounds
Archival Materials Provided By
• Aimé Dion
• Archives of Ontario
• Barbara & Stephen Wohleber
• Beatty Family of Parry Sound
• Bob & Fran Mercer
• Clifford Croswell
• Canadian Museum of Civilization
• Dave Thomas Collection – West Parry Sound District Museum
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Eric McIntyre
Evelyn Watkins-Moore
Don Christie
Glen Parr
Jerry & Kirk Evoy
John Macfie
Killbear Provincial Park
Library and Archives Canada
ICI /AkzoNobel
Parry Sound Public Library
Perry Harris
Roland & Marion McIsaac
Steven Duff
The Corporation of the Township of Carling
West Parry Sound District Museum

Special Thanks To:
• Ontario Visual Heritage Project: West Parry Sound District Steering Committee
Members
• The Ontario Trillium Foundation
• FedNor
• John Macfie
• West Parry Sound District Museum
• Jamie Monastyrski
• Marynn Hall
• The Living History Multimedia Association: Diana Player, Wolf Thomas, George
N. Wells, Bill Darfler, Mike O’Byrne
• Teri Souter, Sara White & Muskoka Heritage Place
• Laurine Tremaine and the Parry Sound Public Library
• The Ontario Land Surveyors
• Dr. & Mrs. Barrie Renick
• The Beatty Family
• Michèle Courtemanche & The Canadian Museum of Civilization
• Lenore Keeshig-Tobias, Bruce Peninsula National Park & Fathom Five National
Marine Park
• The Melnick Family
• The Drebert Family
• The Lint Family
• All of Our Patient Actors
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Rooted in Stone Course Guide Resources
Print Resources:
Barry, James. Georgian Bay: The Sixth Great Lake. Erin ON: Boston Mills Press, 1995.
A great ‘over all’ resource on Georgian Bay history.
Campbell, Claire Elizabeth. Shaped by the West Wind: Nature and History in Georgian
Bay. Toronto: UBC Press, 2005.
An academic look at the bay – history, culture, social relationships.
Doroszenko, Dena, ed. Annual Archaeological Report, Ontario. Vol. 13 (New Series).
Toronto: Ontairo Heritage Trust, 2002.
Contains Bill Allen’s archaeological report on the Mortar.
Holmes, Fred, Barb Wohleber, and Stephen Wohleber. The History of Byng Inlet and Its
Shoreline Communities. Collingwood, ON: Fred Holmes, 2004.
Macfie, John. Lots More Parry Sound Stories; Essays on Parry Sound District History,
127 Stories, 200 Pictures. Parry Sound, ON: The Hay Press, 2005.
Macfie, John. Up the Great North Road: The Story of a Ontario Colonization Road.
Erin, ON: Boston Mills Press, 2004.
A fantastic resource for Parry Sound history. Macfie is a great storyteller & always
includes a great deal of context.
Mackay, Niall. Over the Hills to Georgian Bay: The Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry Sound
Railway. Erin ON: Boston Mills Press, 1998.
McCuaig, Ruth H.. Our Pointe au Baril. Toronto: Webcom Limited, 1989.
Moore, Evelyn Watkins. McKellar Memories: Mckellar, Hurdville, Hemlock,
Broadbent, Inholmes, Middle River, Squaw Lake. Sprucedale ON: Olympic
Printing, 2003.

Websites

www.visualhertiage.ca
*Note: All video content from ‘Rooted in Stone’ is available from our website
Ontario Visual Heritage Project. Living History Multimedia Association. January 27,
2009. January 27, 2009. http://www.visualheritage.ca/
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GENERAL
Archives of Ontario/Archives publiques de l’Ontario. 2007. Ministry of Government
Services. January 6, 2009. http://www.archives.gov.on.ca/
Search the collections of the Ontario Archives. Many pieces have online, photographic
representations
ArchiviaNet: On-line Research Tool; Film, Video and Sound. August 29, 2007. Library
and Archives Canada. January 6, 2009.
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/archivianet/02011402_e.html
Search the film, video and audio collections of the National Archives. Copies of
materials can be ordered for viewing. Note: the duplication process can be slow.
CBC. CBC. January 26, 2009. http://www.cbc.ca/
Great resource for current information and archived newscasts.
Classroom20. January 26, 2009. http://www.classroom20.com/
Classroom 2.0 is a social network of educators interested in using Web2.0 and
collaborative techniques in the classroom. It has over 7,000 members and is a supportive
community for all things digital.
Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online / Dictionnaire biographique du Canada en
ligne. June 27, 2008. Library and Archives Canada. January 6, 2009.
http://www.biographi.ca/
A very comprehensive site with profiles on famous Canadians from throughout history
Educational Computing Organization of Ontario. January 26, 2009.
http://www.ecoo.org/index.php
The Educational Computing Organization of Ontario exists to share and disseminate
information and to advocate and promote the effective use of computers and associated
technologies in the education process.
epals. January 26, 2009. http://www.epals.com/
• ePals is a Global Community of collaborative learners, teachers, and academic
experts in 200 countries and territories.
• ePals provides Connections to students, classes, and school districts worldwide
that are safe and secure.
• ePals is the safe and protected solution for linking classes, schools, and school
districts globally via ePals SchoolMail™, ePals SchoolBlog™, and Classroom
Match.
Google documents. January 26, 2009. www.google.com
• This is a free feature found with Google - more - documents (along toolbar at the
top of the screen)
• Classes or groups can create, edit various types of documents (Excel, Powerpoint,
Word) together or separately and save their work online. Access this work from
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anywhere, anytime. Students login with an account. Documents can be shared and
edited simultaneously. Excellent for any subject. Students no longer have the
excuse that they lost their homework.
Images Canada. August 27, 2002. Library and Archives Canada. January 6, 2009.
http://www.imagescanada.ca/
A large database hosted by the National archives. A number of partner organizations
(including various museums and libraries) are searchable from this site.
Internet Archive: Prelinger Archive. The Prelinger Archive. January 7, 2009.
http://www.archive.org/details/prelinger
This archive contains thousands of archival films. Search, watch online, or download
these films and incorporate them into your own media – all media is in the creative
commons.
Learning Interchange. Apple Inc. January 26, 2009. http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/
• Educator created lessons and activities Rich with movies, images and podcasts
Special collections from content providers
• Meet Others In this unique social network for educators
• Locate colleagues from around the globe
• Find peers across a variety of content areas
• Collaborate Online
• Use new Web 2.0 tools to engage with others
• Create and manage your own custom groups
• Share content, news, polls and conversations
Library and Archives Canada Archives Search. January 6, 2009. Library and Archives
Canada. January 6, 2009. http://searchrecherche.collectionscanada.ca/archives/search.jsp?Language=eng
Search the collections of the Ontario Archives. Many pieces have online, photographic
representations
National Film Board of Canada. January 26, 2009. http://www3.nfb.ca/e/
Rich resource of documentary films both current and archival footage.
ParrySound.Com. January 10, 2009. North Star Publishing and Parry Sound.com.
January 10, 2009. http://www.parrysound.com/fun/explore/221/
The local newspaper, the North Star, often runs articles about local history.
Parry Sound Public Library. 2008. Parry Sound Public Library. January 10, 2009.
http://www.pspl.on.ca/index.htm
Has a great local history section (that includes a photo archive & essays) and the library
has a great catalogue of books on local history. The library also has an archive of the
Parry Sound North star on microfilm and as a digital collection.
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Reel Learning. Toronto International Film Festival Group. January 26, 2009.
http://reellearning.ca/
Welcome to Reel Learning - The growing success of Sprockets Toronto International
Film Festival for Children has inspired our team to develop a series of film-education
resources for teachers. Reel Learning is an online film-literacy resource for educators.
With live video interviews, interactive webcasts with film-industry experts, e-newsletters
and a wide range of study guides, Reel Learning is a unique resource portal for
educators and those interested in film and media literacy.
SurveyMonkey.com. January 26, 2009. http://www.surveymonkey.com
Free surveys to administer to anyone
Toronto Public Library Digital Collections. 2008. Toronto Public Library. January 6,
2009. http://gsc.nrcan.gc.ca/hist/index_e.php
The Toronto Reference Library has a large archive of photographs from all over the
province.
The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008. Historica Foundation of Canada of Canada. January
10, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCESubjects&Para
ms=A1
A very comprehensive and trustworthy resource on Canadian history.
Wetpaint. January 26, 2009. http://www.wetpaint.com/
Free web site hosting for a wiki of any description. A wiki is an interactive web site.
Participants login to create pages, add content, participate in discussions etc. The
moderator can track all participants activities. Photos and videos may be added. This is a
great site for any classroom. It is also an ideal way to collaborate with another
classroom.
Chapter 1
“Anishinaabe.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. January 4, 2009. January 10, 2009.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anishinaabe
“Anishabek Nation.” Anishinabek. The Union of Ontario Indians. January 6, 2009.
http://www.anishinabek.ca/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=90&I
temid=38
A short introduction to the Anishanbek Nation & the Three Fires Confederacy. Contains
Anishinabek and English language text.
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Canadian Museum of Civilization/Musée Canadian des cvilisations. Canadian Museum
of Civilization Corporation. January 10, 2009.
http://www.civilization.ca/cmc/index_e.aspx?ArticleID=16451
See the 1636 French Apothecary’s mortar in person at the Canadian Museum of
Civilization in Ottawa.
Heidenreich, C.E.. “Ste Marie Among the Hurons.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008.
Historica Foundation of Canada. January 10, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ART
A0007101
Brief history of Ste. Marie site.
“Iroquois Wars.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008. Historica Foundation of Canada.
January 10, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1S
EC822559
Monet, Jacque. “A Brief History of English Canada Province (from the Introduction to
“Dictionary of Jesuit Biograph”).” Jesuits in English Canada. May 22, 1991.
Jesuits in English Canada. January 10, 2009.
http://www.jesuits.ca/About_us/upper_canada_brief_history.php
History of the Jesuits in English Canada.
Sainte-Marie Among the Hurons. 2000. Huronia Historical Parks. January 10, 2009.
http://www.saintemarieamongthehurons.on.ca/
Site for historic Ste. Marie village and some history.
Trudel, Marcel. “Champlain, Samuel De.” Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online.
2000. Univesity of Toronto/Université Laval. January 10, 2009.
http://www.biographi.ca/009004-119.01e.php?&id_nbr=115&interval=20&&PHPSESSID=80kd0g2di11dmtdojqd6bdqjb
7
Biography of Samuel de Champlain.
Chapter 2
* Note: There are numerous ways to spell Anishinabek in English, which can lead to
difficulties when doing research. Please see some of the variations below.
“Anishinaabe.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. January 4, 2009. January 10, 2009.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anishinaabe
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“Anishabek Nation.” Anishinabek. The Union of Ontario Indians. January 6, 2009.
http://www.anishinabek.ca/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=90&I
temid=38
A short introduction to the Anishanbek Nation & the Three Fires Confederacy. Contains
Anishinabek and English language text.
“Great Peace of Montreal.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. November 26, 2008.
January 10, 2009. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Peace_of_Montreal
Three Fires Confederacy. January 10, 2009.
http://www.threefiresconfederacy.org/www.threefiresconfederacy.org/About_3_F
ires.html
We are unable to find out who has created this site, but there is very little on the 3 Fires
on the web. Also sometimes called Council of the Three Fires – there are many
Chapter 3
Discovery Harbour in Historic Penetanguishene. 2008. Huronia Historical Parks.
January 10, 2009. http://www.discoveryharbour.on.ca/
Bayfield’s offices are located here. The site is interpreted by staff in historic costume and
includes both buildings and ships. Website contains site information and some history.
McKenzie, Ruth. “Bayfield, Henry Wolsey.” Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online.
2000. University of Toronto/Université Laval. January 10, 2009.
http://www.biographi.ca/009004-119.01e.php?&id_nbr=5362&interval=20&&PHPSESSID=hfkck8pp8tv3girc8u89apvhj
5
Canadian Hydrographic Service. December 22, 2008. Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
January 10, 2009. http://www.chs-shc.gc.ca/pub/
“The History of Hydrography.” Friends of Hydrography; A Canadian Volunteer Group.
1999. Friends of Hydrography. January 10, 2009.
http://www.canfoh.org/Intro&Hist/history_of_hydrography.htm
A detailed history dating back to ancient times and methods. Also includes historic
Canadian hydrography information.
Chapter 4
“Andrew Jackson Speaks: Indian Removal.” The eJournal Website. 1994. January 10,
2009. http://www.synaptic.bc.ca/ejournal/jackson.htm
Includes text of the Removal act of 1830 and speeches by Jackson about the act.
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“Indian Removal; 1814-1858.” PBS Online. PBS. January 10, 2009.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part4/4p2959.html
Brief article on this policy.
Remini, Rovert V. “Andrew Jackson and the Indian Removal Act.” HistoryNet.com.
2001. Weider History Group. January 10, 2009.
http://www.historynet.com/andrew-jackson-and-the-indian-removal-act.htm
Comprehensive article on this policy from American History Magazine.
“Potwawatomi.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. December 18, 2008. January 10,
2009. http://en.wikipedia.org/?title=Potowatomi
Thomas, Clara. “Murphy, Anna Brownell (Jameson).” Dictionary of Canadian
Biography Online. 2000. University of Toronto/Université Laval. January 10,
2009. http://www.biographi.ca/009004-119.01-e.php?&id_nbr=4101
Jameson biography.
Jameson, Anna. Winter Studies and Summer Rambles. Google Book Search. January
10, 2009. <http://books.google.com/books> Path: Search: Winter Studies and
Summer Rambles.
Read Anna’s book online or download as a PDF.
Chapter 5
Buckner, P.A.. “Rebellions of 1837.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008. Historica
Foundation of Canada. January 10, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1A
RTA0006708
Hall, Anthony J. “Royal Proclamation of 1763.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008.
Historica Foundation of Canada. January 6, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1A
RTA0006990
This proclamation established Treaty making provisions between the British and First
Nations peoples and serves a role in the Canadian constitution. Site also includes
territorial map.
“Robinson-Huron and Robinson-Superior Treaties (1850).” Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada. November 3, 2008. Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. January 6,
2009. http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/al/hts/tgu/trob-eng.asp
Contains treaty text, interpretations, territorial maps, and additional resources.
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Stagg, Ronald J.. “Gibson, David.” Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online. 2000.
University of Toronto/Université Laval. January 10, 2009.
http://www.biographi.ca/009004-119.01e.php?&id_nbr=4449&interval=25&&PHPSESSID=hfkck8pp8tv3girc8u89apvhj
5
Chapter 6
Hayes, Adrian Eric. “Beatty, William Henry.” Dictionary of Canadian Biography
Online. 2000. University of Toronto/Université Laval. January 10, 2009.
http://www.biographi.ca/009004-119.01e.php?&id_nbr=5954&interval=20&&PHPSESSID=hfkck8pp8tv3girc8u89apvhj
5
Shroeder, Wendy. “Local History.” Parry Sound Public Library. 2008. Parry Sound
Public Library. January 10, 2009. http://www.pspl.on.ca/localhistory.htm
Has history essays & a great searchable picture archive for town history & various local
industry histories. Also covers Nobel history.
Chapter 7
“List of Ontario Historic Colonization Roads.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia.
January 8, 2009. January 10, 2009.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Ontario_Historic_Colonization_Roads
McMurray, Thomas. The Free Grant Lands of Canada. Google Book Search. January
10, 2009. <http://books.google.com/books> Path: Search: The Free Grant Lands
of Canada.
Read Thomas McMurray’s book on Free Grants from 1871. Pg 151 contains precise
information on the act.
Wheeler, J.O.. “Geological Regions: Canadian Shield.” The Canadian Encyclopedia.
2008. Historica Foundation of Canada. January 10, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1S
EC821208
Geology of the Canadian Shield.
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Chapter 8
“About Fort Saskatchewan.” City of Fort Saskatchewan Alberta. City of Fort
Saskatchewan Alberta. January 10, 2009.
http://www.fortsask.ca/ftsk_Visitors/ftsk_About_Fort_Saskatchewan.aspx
The town where many Parry Sounders settled.
Taim, Astrid. Almaguin. Google Book Search. January 10, 2009.
<http://books.google.com/books> Path: Search: Almaguin.
Pgs 72-75 detail the history of steamers on the Magnetawan and the upper lakes.
“The History of the Magnetawan River.” 2008. Municipality of Magnetawan.
Municipality of Magnetawan. January 10, 2009.
http://www.magnetawan.com/river.shtml
Details the river’s history and includes photos of steamers on its waters and the chain of
lakes.
Chapter 9
Donahue, James. “Duncan and Christy.” True Stories of Ships and the Men that Sailed
Them. James L. Donahue. January 10, 2009.
http://perdurabo10.tripod.com/ships/id138.html
The Wreck of the Asia as detailed by James Donahue, author of 4 books on Great Lakes
shipwrecks.
McNeil, William R. and Jack Messmer. “Waubuno, (Stmr.), 1879.” Maritime History of
the Great Lakes. January 10, 2009.
http://www.hhpl.on.ca/GreatLakes/Wrecks/details.asp?ID=18524
A great catologue of transcribed newspaper articles on the sinking of the Waubuno.
“The Georgian Bay and Great Lakes Survey, 1883-1903.” The Northern Mariner. Vol.
14. Canadian Nautical Research Society. January 10, 2009. http://www.cnrsscrn.org/northern_mariner/vol14/tnm_14_1_7-42.pdf
A comprehensive report on the Georgian Bay survey by Boulton.
“The Wreck of the Asia; A woman’s Thrilling Story of the Disaster.” The New York
Times. September 22, 1882. January 10, 2009.
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=990CE0D61430E433A25751C2A
96F9C94639FD7CF
The Asia story as covered by the New York times – shows original.
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Chapter 10
Appleton, Thomas E.. “Usque ad Mare: A History of the Canadian Coast Guard and
Marine Services.” Canadian Coast Guard. March 31, 2008. Canadian Coast
Guard. January 10, 2009. http://www.ccggcc.gc.ca/eng/CCG/USQUE_Table_Contents
Beattie Bogue, Margaret. Fishing the Great Lakes. Google Book Search. January 10,
2009. <http://books.google.com/books> Path: Search: Fishing the Great Lakes.
A book on fishing throughout the Lakes.
“Canadian Coast Guard.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. 2008. January 10, 2009.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Coast_Guard
“Great Lakes Fish & Fishing.” Great Lakes Information Network. Great Lakes
Information Network. January 10, 2009. http://www.greatlakes.net/teach/envt/fish/fish_1.html
Wynn, Graeme. “Timber Trade History.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008. Historica
Foundation of Canada. January 10, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1A
RTA0008014
Chapter 11
Benidickson, Jamie. “Booth, John Rudolphus.” Dictionary of Canadian Biography
Online. 2000. University of Toronto/Université Laval. January 10, 2009.
http://www.biographi.ca/009004-119.01e.php?&id_nbr=7900&interval=20&&PHPSESSID=n0dsum600eh4cd9nma46hfc
o35
Canada by Train. December 22, 2003. Library and Archives Canada. January 6, 2009.
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/trains/index-e.html
A comprehensive look at the railway in Canada. Contains many essays, archival
Railway pieces, audio files and has an accompanying kids site.
“History.” Canadian National Railway Company. 2009. Canadian National Railway
Company. January 10, 2009. http://www.cn.ca/en/company-history.htm
Shroeder, Wendy. “History of Depot Harbour.” Parry Sound Public Library. 2008.
Parry Sound Public Library. January 10, 2009.
http://www.pspl.on.ca/depot_harbour_history.htm
Has history essays & a great searchable picture archive for area history & various local
industry histories. Also covers Nobel history.
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“The Ottawa, Arnprior & Parry Sound Railway.” Niagara Rails. 2008. Paul Duncan.
January 10, 2009. http://www.niagararails.com/cgi-bin/img.cgi?/maps/oaps.gif
Map of the railway.
“The Story of the Canadian Pacific Railway.” Canadian Pacific. 2009. Canadian
Pacific. January 6, 2009.
http://www8.cpr.ca/cms/English/General+Public/Heritage/Children/default.htm
Contains a brief history of the CPR & a great deal of historical photographs.
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“Cordite.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. December 23, 2008. January 9, 2009.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cordite
“History of Nobel.” Parry Sound Public Library. 2008. Parry Sound Public Library.
January 10, 2009. http://www.pspl.on.ca/nobel_history.htm
“Biographical Accounts.” Nobel Prize. 2009. Nobel Foundation. January 10, 2009.
http://nobelprize.org/alfred_nobel/biographical/
Biography of Alfred Nobel – inventor of dynamite, namesake of area town.
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“Francis Pegahmagabow’s Medals.” Canadian Museum of Civilization. Canadian
Museum of Civilization Corporation. January 10, 2009.
http://www.civilization.ca/cmc/exhibitions/tresors/treasure/280eng.shtml
“Native Soldiers – Foreign Battlefields; A Peaceful Man.” Veterans Affairs Canada.
June 30, 2005. Veterans Affairs Canada. January 10, 2009. http://www.vacacc.gc.ca/remembers/sub.cfm?source=history/other/native/peaceful
Chapter 14
“Canadian Industries Limited.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. December 3, 2008.
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http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1S
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Kirton, John. “Avro Arrow.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008. Historica Foundation
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http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1A
RTA0000425
The Avro Arrow. 2003. Diefenbaker Canada Centre Archives. January 10, 2009.
http://scaa.usask.ca/gallery/arrow/
“The Avro Arrow; Canada’s Broken Dream.” CBC Digital Archives. 2008. Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation. January 10, 2009.
http://archives.cbc.ca/science_technology/aeronautics/topics/275/
A collection of archival films of the Arrow.
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The Ojibway Club. March 25, 2007. January 10, 2009.
http://www.ojibwayclub.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=21&Itemi
d=84
Chapter 17
Bevers, Cameron. History of King’s Highway 69. 2008. January 10, 2009.
http://www.thekingshighway.ca/PHOTOS/Hwy69photos.htm
Includes an essay as well as a photographic history.
Cyber Muse; Your Art Education Research Site. 2008. National Gallery of Canada.
January 6, 2009. http://cybermuse.gallery.ca/cybermuse/search/search_e.jsp
Search the archives of the National Gallery of Canada. Many pieces have online,
photographic representations
Highway 69 Four-Laning; North of Nobel to Estaire. January 10, 2009.
http://www.highway69.ca/
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Resources. January 10, 2009. http://www.ontarioparks.com/english/killb.html
Smith, Dale. “Group of Seven.” Artchive. January 10, 2009.
http://www.artchive.com/artchive/groupseven.html
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Georgian Bay Country; Rugged, Intimate & Majestic. 2004. Georgian Bay Country.
January 10, 2009. http://www.gbcountry.com/
Parry Sound area’s current tourism body.
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Search. January 10, 2009. <http://books.google.com/books> Path: Search: The
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Team. January 10, 2009. http://www.massasauga.ca/
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